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Abstract
Machine tool’s productivity and ability to produce a component of the required quality is
directly influenced by its dynamic stiffness at the tool center point. Lack of dynamic stiffness
may lead to unstable regenerative chatter vibrations which are detrimental to the
performance. The chatter vibrations are influenced by the changing structural dynamics of
the machine as the tool moves along the tool path, resulting in position-varying machining
stability of the system. Evaluation of these varying dynamics at the design stage is a complex
process, often involving the use of large order finite element (FE) models. Complexity and
computational costs associated with such FE models limit the analyses to one or two design
concepts and at only a few discrete positions.
To facilitate rapid exploration of several design alternatives and to evaluate and optimize
each of their position-dependent dynamic behavior, a generalized bottom-up reduced model
substructural synthesis approach is proposed in this thesis. An improved variant of the
component mode synthesis method is developed and demonstrated to represent higher order
dynamics of each of the machine tool components while reducing the computational cost.
Reduced substructures with position-invariant response are synthesized at their contacting
interfaces using novel adaptations of constraint formulations to yield position-dependent
response. The generalized formulation is used to evaluate the position-dependent behavior of
two separate machine tools: one with a serial kinematic configuration, and another with
hybrid serial-parallel kinematics.
The reduced machine model is verified against full order models and is also validated
against measurements by including joint characteristics in the model. The effects of position
and feed-direction-dependent compliances on machining stability are investigated by using a
novel position and feed-direction-dependent-process-stability performance criterion that
evaluates the productivity of machine tools in its entire work volume. Parameters limiting the
target productivity levels are identified and modified; and, the complete dynamics are rapidly
re-analyzed using the developed models. Optimal design modifications are shown to increase
productivity by ~35%. The proposed methods in this thesis enable efficient simulation of
structural dynamics, stability assessment as well as interactions of the CNC and cutting
process with the machine tool structure in a virtual environment.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The rapidly evolving nature of the global manufacturing environment makes it necessary
for machine tool manufacturers to respond to the dynamically changing market and product
requirements in a timely manner. Moreover, as manufacturing paradigms continue to
gravitate towards agility, rapid product output, shorter product development cycles and
higher productivity requirements [5], machine tool builders can no longer afford traditional
time-and-cost-intensive sequential product development cycles.
Evaluation and optimization of machine tools is a complex process. Most concepts are
evaluated against existing machines drawing on past design experiences, with little or no
incorporation of formalized analysis methods within the design process. This is due to the
fact that formal methods are too time-consuming to apply to more than one or two concepts.
This results in an evaluation process where superior concepts are often overlooked or
dismissed, resulting in inferior machine tool or costly modifications to a design late in the
design cycle. Moreover, since up to 80% of the total life-cycle cost of a product is set during
the conceptual stage of design [6], it becomes imperative that a systematic approach to
design and development be followed so as to minimize the need for time consuming physical
prototyping.
‘Virtual prototyping’ is a promising approach wherein the traditional time-and-costintensive sequential development process is replaced by an iterative process in which the
machine is rapidly and iteratively analyzed and re-designed until performance requirements
are met, see Figure 1.1. The increase in speed of analyses allows for an increased number of
concepts to be evaluated and optimized for a given set of design (performance) constraints
resulting in a higher quality concept while simultaneously reducing the whole product
development time and cost significantly [7].
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Figure 1.1 Comparison of the traditional design process and the virtual design process [7]

Performance of machine tools may be characterized by several different factors like
machining speed, accuracy and reliability. However, the performance metric of main interest
at the machine tool design stage is its achievable productivity characterized by material
removal rates. This is governed by interactions between the cutting process and the structural
dynamics of the machine. Lack of sufficient dynamic stiffness at the tool center point (TCP)
may lead to unstable regenerative chatter vibrations. Chatter vibrations that are influenced by
the machine tool’s dynamic stiffness are detrimental to the performance and integrity of
entire machine tool system. These vibrations result in: poor surface quality, accelerated tool
wear, damage of work piece and machine structural elements, and, ultimately limit
productivity.
Machine tool’s dynamic stiffness is the product of the modal stiffness and damping of a
particular mode and is estimated as:

; where

is the modal stiffness and

is the modal

damping. Machine tool stability is governed both by the tool-tool-holder and spindle
dynamic characteristics and by the modal properties, i.e. the eigenfrequencies and mode
shapes of the machine tool structural elements. These modal properties in turn are a function
of the changing structural dynamics of the machine as the tool moves along the tool path in
the machine work volume. The global lower frequency structural modes that belong to the
2

major machine tool components exhibit stronger position-dependent behavior as compared to
the more application specific and local higher frequency spindle and tool-tool-holder modes.
The position-varying dynamic response at the TCP results in position-varying stability of the
system.
Knowledge of the machine tool structure’s changing structural dynamics can be used to
predict the cutting performance (i.e. chatter stability and geometrical accuracy), and to
choose optimal values for the spindle speed and stable depths of cuts along the tool path. For
large machine tools with large work volumes, the position-varying stability may require
planning dynamically changing machining trajectories – which pose its own set of
challenges; or, alternatively and more conservatively, it may result in selection of cutting
parameters below the lowest of all possible stability thresholds, thereby resulting in a slower
material removal process. Furthermore, the position-varying structural vibrations between the
TCP and servo drives also limit the positioning speed and accuracy of a machine tool.
The objective of the machine tool designer is to maximize the dynamic stiffness between
the TCP – workpiece and the TCP – drive motors while keeping the machine mass light for
high speed positioning and high-productivity machining. Moreover, high-performance
machine tools must also have consistently high dynamic stiffness over the entire work
volume to mitigate position-dependent stability in order to minimize dynamically changing
stable machining trajectories. Evaluation and optimization of a machine tool’s performance
to deliver desired dynamic behavior over the entire work volume requires rapid assessment
of several design alternatives in a virtual environment before eventual prototyping.
Machine tool design and analyses involves the modeling of several subsystems by
including: the machine tool behavioral model, the topological model, the kinematics model,
control model, geometric error model, spindle dynamics, thermal error model, process model,
workpiece attribute model and the fixture model [8]. A comprehensive treatment of all such
models is beyond the scope of this present work – which is mainly concerned with efficient
position-dependent multibody dynamic modeling of machine tools, including characterizing
the process-machine interactions via a stability model.
Machine tools exhibit position-dependency because of varying boundary conditions as
the tool moves along the tool path in the machine work volume. This motion may generally
be achieved with a combination of linear axes motions for the case of machine tool with
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serial kinematics or with change in the orientation, and/ or length of the parallel struts
supporting the tool/ workpiece platform for the case of a machine tool with parallel
kinematics. Alternatively, tool motion may also be achieved with a combination of serial and
parallel motions for machine with hybrid kinematics. Modeling position-dependency for each
of these machines presents its own set of unique challenges. This thesis develops generalized
flexible multibody dynamic machine tool models to predict the position-dependent dynamic
behavior for all configurations of machine tools. To facilitate such analyses, virtual machine
tool models are treated as a collection of interconnected rigid and deformable bodies, as
shown in Figure 1.2. Such a flexible multibody approach to machine tool modeling in which
all the major machine elements are modeled with Finite Elements (FE) provides a
comprehensive and complete description of machine tools, as both large movements of the
bodies and structural deformations are modeled at the same time.

Figure 1.2 Flexible multi-body model of a machine tool

The FE method for machine tool design and analyses has proved useful for subsystem
level design and optimization. However, response analyses of full machine FE models which
are typically on the order of 1,000,000 degrees of freedom (DOF) or more is computationally
costly and can take up significant portion of the total computational effort required for the
design and analyses of machine tools [9]. Moreover, modeling position-dependency in such
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large order FE models requires cumbersome adaptive/re-meshing strategies, making it time
consuming in practice. Computations times up to several days is not uncommon to evaluate
the changing structural dynamics over the complete work volume - as shown in Figure 1.3
for a typical machine tool with 1,000,000 DOFs.

Figure 1.3 Typical computational effort required for position-dependent machine tool
response analyses

Position-dependency can alternatively be modeled using co-simulation techniques in
which FE solvers are coupled to commercial multibody simulation codes [10]. However,
these co-simulations are time prohibitive, and are limited to modeling machine tools as a
combination of rigid-flexible bodies in contact; hence, are not completely able to capture the
effect of component level flexibilities on the overall TCP response.
To facilitate a computationally efficient modeling alternative to model positiondependency of machine tools in place of the presently used time consuming full FE models
by the designers, a bottom-up approach based on substructural synthesis of flexible reduced
models is proposed in this thesis. Main machine components are represented by their
position-independent reduced substructural models which are subsequently synthesized to
obtain position-dependent response. This bottom-up approach, also known as dynamic
substructuring is a way to obtain the structural dynamic behavior of large and/or complex
structures by dividing them into several smaller, simpler substructures (or components) for
which the dynamic behavior is generally easier to determine. The dynamics of the total
structure are then obtained by assembling the dynamic models of the individual components
at a desired position. Since substructural reduction is carried out offline prior to synthesis, the
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only serious computational effort is that required to solve the reduced synthesized equations
of motion, thereby leading to significant computational savings.
The substructural synthesis is akin to a generic component mode synthesis (CMS)
approach [11], wherein each substructure modeled with FE is reduced to be represented by a
set of interface (exterior) DOFs complemented by a set of generalized (modal) DOFs
corresponding to the interior DOFs. For reduced models to have a manageable size, while
retaining the essential dynamic characteristics of the full model, a major challenge with the
CMS approach is to identify the number of modes from the individual components to be
retained. To address this, a novel method to judiciously select only the significant modes that
simultaneously represent higher order dynamics and keep the size of the reduced model to a
minimum is proposed in this thesis. Furthermore, a generalized framework to incorporate
mesh incompatibility at substructural interfaces is presented by describing displacement
compatibility between the adjacent reduced substructures with sets of algebraic equations.
These constraint equations are updated to account for relative motion; thereby simulating the
position-dependent response.
The accurate prediction of dynamic performance of machine tools at the design stage
remains a challenge due to the difficulty in modeling joints within the FE environment. Joint
characteristics depend on parameters like contact surface conditions, friction and damping;
and since about 60% of the total dynamic stiffness and about 90% of the total damping in a
machine tool structure originates at the joint [12]; joints must necessarily be considered in the
model. Detailed and accurate modeling of the joint characteristics in machine tools is a
separate and important research issue, and has been the subject of many past and on-going
research investigations [13–15]. However, due to the variability in the multitude of
mechanical interfaces in a typical machine tool, this becomes non-trivial. High fidelity joint
modeling is not the main focus of this thesis; however, for the sake of completeness of the
proposed multibody machine tool model, joint characteristics are obtained by using a two
stage substructural synthesis approach. Joint characteristics between the tool, the tool-holder
and the spindle are identified using a dynamic substructuring approach; and, other contacting
interfaces are idealized as being connected by spring elements, damping for which is
obtained by correlating model predicted response with measured response.
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The current research aims to address the aforementioned challenges by developing a
generalized and computationally efficient flexible multibody dynamic approach to modeling
of machine tools to predict their position-dependent dynamic behavior. A generalized
approach is sought which may be able to handle any kinematic configuration, including
modeling machine tools with parallel kinematics. These virtual models will be further
utilized to assess the position-varying machining stability of the system by modeling the
process-machine interactions and generating productivity charts that characterize the
productive cutting conditions within the entire machine tool work volume. The productivity
charts quantify the speed-independent absolute stable depth of cut for every tool position
within the machine work volume by also factoring in the dependence of machining stability
on tool path/posture relative to the dynamically most compliant direction. These productivity
charts in turn will form the basis for assessing machine tool performance by evaluating a
given machine tool design concept for its ability to meet aggressive cutting conditions while
machining/milling representative workpiece materials.
The choice of workpiece material to be machined governs the selection of cutting/spindle
speeds, which in turn influences the range of excitation frequencies. Modes around these
excitation frequencies are typically prone to being self-excited during machining and may
limit the productive cutting conditions. Milling of difficult-to-cut materials such as hardened
steels is carried out at lower cutting speeds and tends to generate excitation frequencies
below 200 Hz - the range corresponding to the global structural modes of the machine tool.
Whereas, milling of free machining steels and light alloys generates excitation frequencies in
the range of 200-1500 Hz, which correspond to the spindle and tool-tool-holder modes.
Therefore, if the machine is to be conceived for milling hard materials, the stability of the
process is dominated mainly by the modal parameters of the machine structure, whereas if
the machine is to be conceived for machining light alloys, the stability is dominated by the
modal parameters corresponding to the spindle and tool-tool-holder components [16].
Though the models developed in this thesis are generic, in that they may be used to assess
the performance of machine tools for varied applications, the design evaluation and
optimization will be limited to the case of machines envisaged for machining difficult-to-cut
materials, and for the situation where the modes limiting the productivity correspond to the
global structural modes of the machine which exhibit strong position-varying behavior.
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Furthermore, the effects of varying workpiece dynamics, both in the case of large workpieces
as well as thin-walled workpieces are ignored, and major position-varying behavior is
assumed to be due to the machine alone.
A flow chart of the overall scheme which facilitates rapid evaluation and optimization of
a machine tool’s position-dependent performance is shown in Figure 1.4. For a given
machine tool concept and defined aggressive cutting conditions the productivity charts are
generated and the parameters limiting the target productivity levels are identified. These
parameters are then subsequently modified (optimized) to meet design targets, using the
virtual multibody dynamic multibody dynamic machine tool models that are developed.

Figure 1.4 Flow chart of thesis project – Virtual integrated position-dependent processmachine interaction approach to design machine tools with targeted productivity
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Three design modules are proposed, namely: the improved reduction method, the
generalized substructural synthesis algorithm, and the performance evaluation metrics
through characterizing achievable material removal rates. Put together they form a platform
for virtual simulation and optimization of machine tools.
Though ‘virtual prototyping’ inherently assumes the absence of a physical prototype, to
assess the quality of the virtual models developed in this thesis and to ensure that the models
are physically relevant, the developed models are validated against measurements on similar
available physical prototypes. Furthermore, since model validation necessarily requires the
inclusion of joint characteristics in the model which involves measurement of damping from
experiments, experimental modal analysis is carried out on the available physical prototypes,
and this information is used in virtual model development. Since modeling/identification of
machine tool joints requires damping to be measured, it is assumed that this information is
available with the designer.
Methods and models developed in this thesis are meant to aid the machine tool designer
to efficiently explore several design alternatives during the initial stages of design and
development. The developed models are judged adequate as long as they are reasonably able
to capture behavior of the more detailed full order models. The developed models are meant
to enhance engineering decision making prior to physical prototyping, and as such, the
models will find limited applicability in establishing experimental guidelines based on model
predictions.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: first, a review of related literature is
presented in Chapter 2, providing a backdrop based on the work of other researchers to
evaluate methods presented in the subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 presents the generalized
reduced model substructural synthesis approach to model position-dependency. At first,
methods to model the substructural components are discussed, followed by dynamic
substructuring. An improved substructural model order reduction scheme is presented and
subsequently verified against full order models. The reduced substructural models are then
synthesized at the desired configuration using novel adaptations of constraint formulations.
In Chapter 4, a joint identification algorithm is presented to identify joints between the
tool, the tool-holder and the spindle. Also, discussed are joint model updating techniques to
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model the bolted connections as well as the rolling and sliding contacts. Model predicted
response is validated against measured response for a typical three axis machine tool.
The generalized model is extended to model and evaluate the position-dependent
dynamic behavior of two separate machines with different kinematic configurations. First, a
typical three axis milling machine tool is modeled and validated against similar available
physical machine, which forms the contents of Chapter 5. Position and feed-directiondependent-process-stability is evaluated to gauge the productivity of this machine in its entire
work volume. Modes limiting productivity are modified and design optimizations are shown
to increase productivity of the machine by as much as 35%.
As a secondary application discussed in Chapter 6, position-dependency of a unique
hybrid serial-parallel kinematic machine is modeled to evaluate its potentially superior
dynamical behavior over traditional serial/ parallel kinematic machines. Since the dynamic
stiffness inherently changes with position for machine tools with parallel kinematics, a rapid
assessment of the influence of the change in dynamic stiffness on the machine capabilities is
essential at the design and development stage for new machine tool architectures. This is
greatly facilitated by extending the developed multibody dynamic machine tool model to
evaluate this new concept by including a new method to model the simultaneously changing
boundary conditions for the parallel struts undergoing translation and rotation. In the final
chapter, concluding remarks and future research directions are discussed, followed by the
bibliography.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1.

Overview

The main objectives of this thesis are to model the position-dependent dynamics observed
in machine tools and develop models that facilitate rapid evaluation and optimization of
several design alternatives. This chapter reviews the literature relevant to the objectives of
this thesis.
At first, multibody dynamic models for machine tools and their extensions to model
position-dependency are discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Since the dynamic substructuring
approach proposed in this thesis relies on synthesizing reduced order models, a review of the
relevant model order reduction schemes is presented in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 examines
existing methods to joint modeling and identification. This is followed in Section 2.6 by a
discussion on literature relevant to process-machine interactions which result in unstable
machine tool chatter vibrations. Section 2.6 also includes a discussion on evaluation of
machine tool performance based on their position and feed-direction dependent machining
stability.

2.2.

Modeling Machine Tool Dynamics

Modeling of machine tool dynamics primarily involves obtaining the dynamic response
at the tool center point (TCP). For this, the machine may be described by a simple lumped
parameter model concept [17–19]; or the machine model may be derived from modal models
[20–22]; or the machine may be modeled based on state-of-the-art finite element method
representation [7,16,23–32].
Simplistic lumped parameter models [17–19] cannot completely capture the complexities
of the entire machine tool system. On the other hand, modal models which are reconstructed
from experimental modal analysis of physical machine tools [20–22] though accurate are
restricted to characterizing only the measured machine; and may not easily be extended to
model a different machine configuration during design process. The preferred contemporary
approach is thus to describe the machine using finite element (FE) models. These models are
efficient for subsystem level design analyses such as modeling of ball-screw feed-drive
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systems [24–26], and spindles [27,28]. FE models for full machine analyses have also proven
to be useful for structural modification based on process-machine interactions
[12,16,23,28,29,31–33], as well as for control-structure interaction studies [30,33–36].

2.3.

Modeling Position-dependency in Machine Tools

Position-dependency of machine tools is caused by position-varying boundary conditions
as the tool moves along the tool path. Tool motion, made possible by different kinematic
configurations, further influences the position-dependent behavior. This behavior, whether
for machine tools with serial or parallel kinematics is generally modeled either by describing
the machine by a FE model, or, by a flexible multibody dynamic model.
Modeling position-dependency with large order FE models requires cumbersome
adaptive/ re-meshing strategies for response analyses for each discrete position within the
work volume, making it time consuming in practice. A multibody dynamic model on the
other hand, traditionally uses a rigid body description of the machine components, and is
appropriate to obtain quick and rough prediction of machine behavior; this, however does not
capture the effect of body flexibilities on the overall response of the machine; nor does it
completely account for the influence of kinematical configurations on position-dependency.

2.3.1. Serial Kinematic Machine Tools
Recent methods to model position-dependency in machine tools with serial construction
have focused on using co-simulation schemes in which FE solvers are coupled to standard
flexible multibody dynamic analysis software [37–39]. A good overview of how cosimulation schemes are used for the modeling and simulation of the dynamic behavior of
serial machine tools is provided by Reinhart and Weißenberger in [10]. These co-simulation
methods [10,37–39] have been shown to be effective for rigid-flexible body motion analyses
and are less suited to the flexible bodies of a machine undergoing relative motion. Moreover,
these co-simulations are time prohibitive, and are restricted to flexible bodies attached at
geometrically fixed contact points, hence not suitable for flexible machine tool structural
elements undergoing relative planar (translational) motion; which consist of multiple
geometrically changing contact points that change as the tool moves from one position to
another.
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Other methods related to modeling the position-dependent dynamics for serial machine
tools have largely centered on reducing the moving contact problem to that of a rigid body in
contact with and moving over a flexible body with uniform nodal spacing, i.e. for bodies in
contact that satisfy single set nodal compatibility conditions [25,40,41]. Position-dependency
for multiple flexible bodies in contact was also modeled in [24,42,43] for a simplified single
set nodal compatibility condition. Increasing modularity in the machine tool development
process often requires substructures to be designed and modeled separately, resulting in
different mesh resolutions at the contacting interface, that may not satisfy nodal compatibility
conditions. Ensuring mesh compatibility during synthesis for such models which are
simultaneously in contact over multiple nodes is difficult to guarantee, and if this condition
was not necessary – modeling time could be halved, as estimated in [9].
Substructures that are modeled independently and result in different mesh resolutions at
the contacting interface during synthesis may be coupled by approximating the displacement
field at the interface using a shape function formulation as proposed in [44–46]. These
methods ensure displacement compatibility at the interface by using the shape function
definitions of the adjacent elements being coupled, and can be quite cumbersome. To
overcome these issues, Zatarain et. al. [9] proposed a dynamic substructuring approach to
synthesize substructures with incompatible mesh types. A similar dynamic substructuring
approach was also proposed by Fonseca in [34,47], however, it was limited to substructural
synthesis for uniform nodal distributions at the coupling interfaces.
An alternate and powerful frequency based approach to model position-dependency
based on the so-called receptance coupling substructuring approach [48,49] in which the
receptances of two independently modeled substructures are synthesized to obtain the
combined response is also limited to the case of single set nodal compatibility and hence is
not directly applicable to machine tools, in which substructures are simultaneously in contact
over multiple nodes and may not have nodal compatibility at the interface.
Different than the standard finite element methods, other mesh free (meshless) methods
may satisfy the nodal compatibility criterion during substructural synthesis. However, these
mesh free methods are reported to be slower than the standard finite element method [50],
hence, are not suitable for the present application. Moreover, such mesh free methods are still
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in their nascent stages of development and implementation, and as such, find limited
applicability in the modeling of machine tools.

2.3.2. Parallel Kinematic Machine Tools
Since high-performance machine tools are required to have consistently high dynamic
stiffness over the entire work volume, nimbler parallel kinematic machine tools with higher
dynamic stiffness capabilities are generally preferred. Since springs in parallel are known to
be stiffer than springs in series; machine tools with parallel kinematics have a higher
dynamic stiffness than machine tools with serial kinematics. However, as compared to
machine tools with serial kinematics, machine tools with parallel kinematics exhibit stronger
position-dependent dynamic behavior [51]. Though parallel kinematic machines have been
studied extensively to identify their optimal kinematic configurations from a design point of
view [52–55], their dynamics, which are known to vary considerably within the work
volume, have been less investigated [54,56,57]. The co-simulation techniques that have been
applied for serial machine tools [10,37–39] find limited applicability for machine tools with
parallel kinematics; since these machines achieve tool motion by a change in the orientation,
and/ or length of the parallel struts supporting the tool/ workpiece platform; resulting in
flexible bodies that undergo simultaneous translation and rotation. To exploit the potentially
superior dynamic behavior of machines with parallel kinematics, it is necessary to consider
the position-dependency of the system at the design and development stage.
A review of the relevant literature for machines with serial as well as parallel kinematics
shows clearly that there exists a need for a generalized approach to model position
dependency which treats large movements (translation and/ or rotation) of the bodies while
including body flexibilities, i.e. structural deformations and being computationally efficient
at the same time. To facilitate a computationally efficient modeling alternative to model
position-dependency for both types of machine tools in place of the presently used time
consuming full FE models by the designers, a bottom-up approach based on substructural
synthesis of flexible reduced models is proposed in this thesis; including a novel method to
model the parallel struts undergoing rotation. Also, a generalized framework tolerating mesh
incompatibility at substructural interfaces is presented by describing displacement
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compatibility between adjacent substructures with sets of algebraic equations, which are
updated to account for relative motion; thereby simulating the position-dependent response.

2.4.

Model Order Reduction for Machine Tools

Modeling machine tool with finite elements results in very large order models, i.e.
models with very high (~1,000,000) number of DOFs. These large order models are
necessary to capture the topological and geometrical features in sufficient detail. However,
response analysis for such large order models is computationally costly, making model order
reduction a necessary consideration for efficient flexible multibody dynamic simulations.
Reduction is typically characterized by a projection transformation from a higher order space
to a lower order subspace with the goal of retaining original system characteristics with far
lower storage and computational requirements.
Model reduction methods to obtain the transformation matrix in structural dynamics can
broadly be categorized as: physical methods, projection (hybrid) methods, generalized
coordinate reduction methods, and modal methods. A detailed review on model order
reduction techniques can be found in [15,58–60]; the following discussions treat only the
most relevant methods to this thesis.
Modal methods of model reduction, otherwise popularly also known as balanced
reduction and/ or proper orthogonal decomposition methods [61–63] require converting the
large scale second order ordinary differential equations obtained from the FE model to a
linear first order state-space model. In the case of the balanced reduction method [63,64], the
system is transformed to a basis where the states which are diﬃcult to reach are
simultaneously diﬃcult to observe. Then, the reduced model is obtained simply by truncating
the states which have this property. Though accurate, the modal methods are less suited to
the present case for two reasons: they result in an increase in the size of the system from a
second order to a first order state space decomposition; and because the reduced basis may
not necessarily be associated with the physical coordinates of the interface DOFs, which is a
requirement for the bottom-up substructural synthesis approach followed in this thesis. Since
substructures are to be synthesized only at the contacting interfaces, it becomes necessary to
reduce each individual substructure only to DOFs corresponding to the contacting interfaces.
Hence, the reduction procedure involves eliminating a subset of DOFs from the displacement
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vector, by partitioning it into the DOFs to be retained, i.e. the exterior /interface DOFs, which
are in physical contact with the other substructure(s), and, the DOFs which are to be
eliminated, i.e. the interior DOFs.
Physical methods of model reduction [15,65–67] involve eliminating the interior DOFs
such that the coordinates of the reduced model, i.e. the exterior DOFs represent only a subset
of the full model. The simplest of this class, the static condensation method also known as
Guyan reduction [65] is unable to represent higher order dynamics, since effect of the inertia
terms corresponding to the interior DOFs are not considered. A modified form of the static
condensation is the dynamic condensation method in which the inertia terms are considered
at an appropriate initial frequency, the choice of which is non-trivial [15]. To overcome the
shortcomings of the static and dynamic condensation methods, an improved reduction system
(IRS) was proposed by O’Callahan [66]. IRS perturbs the static transformation by taking into
account the inertia terms as pseudo-static forces. Though the IRS method offers a significant
improvement over the static condensation method, the IRS still depends on the reduced mass
and stiffness matrices obtained by static reduction. In order to minimize the error produced
by this scheme, IRS could be extended to the iterated IRS method [67]. The iterated IRS
algorithm was shown to converge to yield eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the full system.
However, it results in a stiffer reduced system. Though the above discussed physical methods
have their advantages, they are heavily dependent on the choice of the exterior DOFs, and
yield problems when the exterior DOFs are clustered to one region of the substructure - as
they are in the case of the exterior DOFs representing only the interface DOFs in the present
case.
The generalized coordinate reduction methods [59,68] offer an alternate form of model
reduction which is independent of the selection of the exterior DOFs. Of these methods, the
System Equivalent Expansion Reduction Process (SEREP) [68] results in “exact”
representation of the full order model up to a predefined frequency range. Though “exact”,
SEREP is computationally inefficient since it requires computation of the eigenvectors of the
full order model system of equations. Alternatively, the Ritz vector method which is
computationally more efficient that computing the “exact” eigenvectors may be utilized.
However, the dynamic equations of motion of the reduced model obtained from Ritz vector
methods are generally coupled [59].
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Projection based model order reduction methods include methods such as the Component
Mode Synthesis (CMS) and its many variants [11,60]. Most applications of CMS employ one
of the two approaches: the fixed-interface-mode methods, or, the free-interface-modemethods. The former, also known as the Craig-Bampton reduction method, is the more
widely used form of the CMS methods. It employs fixed-interface component normal modes
and constraint modes by retaining all physical boundary DOFs as independent generalized
coordinates, greatly facilitating substructuring and hence forms the basis for the model order
reduction scheme employed in this thesis. The constraint modes are similar to the static
condensation method (Guyan reduction), ignoring any inertial contributions. The IRS based
reduction was combined with by Koutsovasilis [69] to include inertia terms. Further
discussions on definitions of constraint modes and component normal modes are addressed in
Chapter 3.
The effectiveness of the Craig-Bampton method is still heavily dependent on the
definition of exterior DOFs and the number of component normal modes retained. Since the
number of exterior DOFs is fixed by the definition of DOFs belonging to the contacting
interface, we shift our attention to determining the number of component normal modes
representing the interior DOFs which need to be retained.
A major challenge with the CMS approach is to identify the number of mode sets from
the individual components to be retained in order to capture the essential dynamics without
increasing the model size. Usually, either the first few low frequency modes; or modes with
an eigenfrequency up to 1.5-2 times the maximum excitation frequency are retained [70]; this
however may increase the size of the reduced model. Moreover, it may not be sufficient to
represent the flexibilities of substructures using only a single mode set for each component
due to their position-varying boundary conditions [41]. An accurate representation of the full
frequency spectrum while retaining computational efficiency requires answering the
following question: how many and which modes of the subsystem need to be retained?
Modal methods of mode selection [71,72] that are based on ‘dominance measures’
involve sorting and ranking eigenvalues of the system in order of their importance
(dominance) also require decomposition into a linear state-space model, resulting in even
larger system matrices, hence are not preferred here. Other methods [70,73,74] sort and
retain the most significant modes based on the strength of interaction between the subsystem
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and the main system. In the present situation, as one machine tool substructure moves over
another, these methods [70,73,74] may result in identification of different significant mode
sets for different positions, due the nature of the changing interactions. This is contrary to the
objective of synthesizing substructures that have position-invariant response.
A mode selection criterion was also proposed by Park in [75]. While being reliably able
to select important modes, their top-down approach was based on partitioning of already
meshed continuums into substructures, thus resulting in a conforming mesh at the interfaces.
Hence, is different than the generalized bottom-up approach followed in this work such as to
synthesize substructures which may have been modeled separately and may have nonconforming mesh distribution at their interfaces.
Alternatively, suitable subspace dimension determination may be carried out using an
adaptive refinement method as pursued in [76], wherein modes were included/excluded
iteratively from each subspace depending upon how posteriori error estimates of each CMS
subspace influenced the error in the synthesized reduced model. Though automated, it is
computationally expensive and inefficient.
To address the above mentioned issues, and to develop substructural reduced models that
have position-invariant response that are able to represent the essential dynamics of the full
system, it is essential to retain only the significant component modes of each substructure. To
acheive this, a novel mode indicator function (MIF) based identification criterion is proposed
in this thesis which identifies modes simulated from a frequency response function (FRF)
constructed between the most controllable and observable locations within the subset of the
interior DOFs. FRFs are preferred in this investigation because they provide complete
information about a system’s dynamic behavior by including information about the modal
stiffness, damping and natural frequencies of the system. The mode sets thus identified with
the MIF from the simulated FRF are treated as significant. These modes are expected to
represent higher order dynamics of the substructure while keeping the order of the reduced
model to a minimum by spanning a much wider frequency range with fewer modes than
would be required with standard CMS methods, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Each reduced substructure is combined with the other substructures to obtain the
combined response. During synthesis of the substructures, joints between the substructures
also need to be modeled.
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2.5.

Modeling and Identification of Machine Tool Joints

A typical machine tool includes many types of joints, each with different characteristics
that affect the overall machine dynamic response differently. The bolted connections between
structural members; the connections between the guide-block and rail and between ballscrew and nut; and the bearing supports – all have varying degrees of influence on the low
frequency TCP response; whereas the high frequency TCP behavior is more influenced by
the interface connections between the tool and tool-holder, and between the tool-holder and
the spindle respectively.
Joint characteristics for each of these interface types depend on a multitude of parameters
like preloads, contact surface conditions, bearing types, friction, and damping; information
about which is seldom available at the design stage, making joint modeling non-trivial in the
FE environment. The joints, if unmodeled, often result in deviations in the response
characteristics between the virtual model and their corresponding physical prototypes, Figure
2.1.

Figure 2.1 Deviations in response due to unmodelled joints

Since the fundamental barrier to accurate predictive structural dynamical models is the
variability of the mechanical interfaces, several accurate but complex models have been
developed to approximate the bolted connections, and the connections between the guide19

block and rail and between ball-screw and nut [32,77–85]. The contact stiffness at the
contacting interfaces between the guide-block and the guide-rail, and between the ball-screw
and nut depends on: the preload, the contacting surface preparation, the number of contact
points between the ball grove and the raceway as well as the profile of the ball grove; and has
been treated in sufficient detail in [32,77–80]. Nonlinearities in these translational joints due
to preload and the nature of contact were also treated in [80–83] based on a parametric model
and Hertzian contact mechanics. An interesting approach to joint modeling for these interface
types was also proposed by Guo et. al. in [84], in which a FE model of the whole machine
tool was used in conjunction with a lumped parameter machine model to obtain joint
stiffnesses from dedicated detailed modal testing on the assembled machine tool structure. A
detailed comparison of several methods to model bolted connections in machine tools with
FE modeling was also discussed in [85].
Overall, though significant advances have been made in modeling these joint types, i.e.
the bolted connections; connections between the guide-block and rail and between ball-screw
and nut; and bearings, such high fidelity joint models necessarily require several dedicated
experiments for validation accompanied by detailed FE modeling of the joint interfaces,
making it difficult to extend for all such joints in a complete machine tool. Moreover,
regardless of the joint type, damping must always be measured from experiments and in turn
be used to update the FE model which is typically modeled without damping.
Several studies have therefore focused to address identification of joint dynamics by
updating the finite element model from experiments based on direct and/or indirect methods.
The following discussions outline some of the most relevant methods to this thesis, and more
comprehensive reviews may be found in [13,15,86].
Direct methods of finite element model updating [87,88] are based on updating the global
assembled FE matrices in a single step resulting in new system matrices which may have
little or no relevance to the physical test structure. The direct methods were superseded with
sensitivity based methods [89] which required determination of the sensitivity of a set of
updating parameters (typically the springs coupling different substructures) to differences in
dynamic behavior between numerical/ analytical and experimental data. These methods
which are iterative in nature are based either on measured modal data or measured FRFs, and
require direct measurements at the joints and are thus impractical due to the inaccessibility of
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the joints in assembled machine tool structures. Furthermore, all updating techniques pose
difficulties in matching the order of the measured and simulated models; and also that
measurement data is sometimes incomplete and that it may be corrupted by noise.
An alternate to the direct joint identification technique is the force-state mapping
technique [90,91]. In this technique, the force transmitted by the joint is represented as a
function of the displacement and velocity of the joint, i.e. as a function of the full mechanical
state of the joint. This allows rate-dependent effects associated with the joint to be identified.
Though powerful, the force-state mapping technique necessitates several dedicated
experiments, making identification very cumbersome.
Hence, indirect methods of identification through the receptance-based approaches find
favour. The receptance coupling (RC) approach couples experimentally or analytically
obtained FRFs which are subsequently used to derive the response of the assembled
structure. The RC method has been successfully employed to couple the receptances of
different machine components and obtain FRFs at the TCP [92–95]. Effective deployment of
the RC method requires measurements of the rotational FRFs, which are difficult to measure.
Park and Altintas [93] used the RC method to extract the rotational FRFs of the tool and the
tool-holder by performing two sets of measurements on the blank tool.
Within the same family of the RC methods, the so-called “inverse receptance coupling”
(IRC) method has been employed to obtain the joint properties between different
substructures by using the dynamics of the assembled structure along with the dynamics of
the subcomponents [92,96]. In the IRC method, the dynamics of the assembled structure and
subcomponents are employed to obtain the joint properties between different substructures.
Since the IRC method requires measurements of the substructural dynamics in its unassembled configurations, it is difficult to extend to the case of the entire machine tool
systems. A machine tool is seldom available in its unassembled state to perform free-free
experimental modal analysis on its substructures; and even if it is, measurements require time
and cost prohibitive experimental platforms to be built.
To incorporate joint characteristics that possess physical fidelity and that are sufficiently
simple of form, such that they can be easily integrated into virtual machine tool models, a
two-stage substructural synthesis approach is followed in this thesis. At first, response at the
spindle nose is obtained from the substructurally synthesized reduced machine model by
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idealizing joints between the various structural components of the machine as connected with
linear springs; damping, for which is incorporated by correlating model predicted response
with measured response. As a second step, response at the spindle nose is synthesized with
the tool and tool-holder response by formulating an IRC approach which identifies the joint
characteristics between these interfaces. The IRC method overcomes the barrier of
identifying joint characteristics even where they cannot directly be measured. This, along
with using the virtual machine tool model reduces the need to perform several dedicated
measurements that were required in earlier studies to obtain translational, and, the more
difficult to measure rotational frequency response functions.

2.6.

Evaluation and Optimization of Machine Tool Performance

The substructurally synthesized reduced machine models that are developed in this thesis
allow for efficient prediction of the position-dependent dynamic response at the TCP. This
further facilitates rapid investigation of the performance of the machine tool based on
evaluating its position-varying chatter stability within the work volume.
Chatter, an artifact of process-machine interactions results from the regeneration of chip
thickness during the cutting process [97]. As shown in Figure 2.2, it is possible that during
cutting, the cutting force signal has enough energy (frequency) content within it, that it
excites one of the structural modes of the machine, resulting in modulation of the chip
thickness.

Figure 2.2 Process-machine interactions
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A block diagram describing the system’s dynamics in the Laplace domain is shown in
Figure 2.3, which includes a simplified 2 DOF representation of the milling system and a
representation of chip modulations. The wavy surface being left on the workpiece by the
cutting tooth in contact, known as the inner modulation, decreases the dynamic chip
thickness, shown as h(t) in Figure 2.3, while the vibration marks left from the previous pass,
y(t − T) known as the outer modulation, increases the dynamic chip thickness; where T is the
time period between two successive teeth. Therefore, when there is a phase shift between y(t)
and y(t − T), the dynamic chip thickness varies at the frequency of vibration and creates a
vibrating cutting force F(t) which could amplify the vibration of the tool. If the energy
diverted from the machining process by chip thickness variations is larger than the vibration
damping capacity of the structure, the amplitude of the vibrations will grow until the
vibration amplitude is large enough to make the entire dynamic system unstable, possibly
resulting in tool breakage and damage to the workpiece and machine.

Figure 2.3 Block-diagram representation of chatter in milling with chip modulations
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Modeling these process-machine interactions for the purpose of predicting the onset of
chatter in machining has been the subject of investigation for several decades. A good review
of chatter may be found in [98]. The prediction of chatter stability requires the modeling of
dynamic chip thickness, a cutting force model, workpiece material properties, cutting tool
geometry, and most importantly, a dynamic model of the machine – either measured or
model based. Of these parameters, of paramount importance to the machine tool designer is
accurate prediction of a machine’s tool point dynamic stiffness.
Design optimization of structures to evaluate and subsequently enhance dynamic stiffness
has been the focus of many past studies [17–20]. Early work by Tlusty [20] was based
partially on a process-machine interaction approach to machine design in which chatter was
proposed as a metric to evaluate the productivity of a typical turning machine. Reddy and
Rao [17], and, Rao and Gandhi [18] proposed design optimization methods for minimizing
the total weight of the structure under the constraints such as static rigidity, natural
frequencies, and regenerative chatter stability. Yoshimura et. al. [19] used simplified
structural models in order to minimize manufacturing cost of machine under constraints of
machining accuracy, machining productivity, and local deformations of structural members.
Rahman et. al. [22] also used stability charts to evaluate the effect of different materials for
the machine base on the performance (productivity) of machine tools. These methods [17–
20,22] though effective rely upon simplistic lumped parameter models or difficult to obtain
modal models. More recently, Catania et. al. [21] proposed a hybrid model in which an
experimental modal model of the machine was combined with analytical beam models for
the tool to predict and evaluate machine performance via chatter stability. Recent studies
[16,31,32,99,100] have also used more detailed finite element models of the machine to
assess machine tool performance via a stability model.
Since evaluation and optimization of machine tools is a complex process, there exists a
need for a rapid assessment scheme of several design alternatives before eventual physical
prototyping. Moreover, since the machine exhibits position-dependent dynamic behavior
which results in position-dependent stability, there also exists a need to evaluate the machine
performance within its active working volume. The computationally efficient substructurally
synthesized reduced machine model developed in this thesis facilitates such evaluation.
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It is well established that chatter stability depends on tool geometry, cutting conditions
and on the machine’s dynamic response; whereas it is less known and consequently less
investigated that chatter stability also depends on tool path/ posture relative to the
dynamically most compliant direction. A multi-degree-of-freedom machine tool may chatter
in any of its dominant modes. The effect of each mode is determined by its dynamic
characteristics; and, whether or not the mode is aligned with the principal machine tool
directions. Stability is further governed by the projections of these modes into the feed
directions, which must also be factored in during evaluations of the attainable productivity
within the entire machine work volume.
Polar plots, which are a convenient measure to quantify the feed-direction dependent
stability, were used in early studies by Tlusty in [20]. These plots chart the speedindependent absolute stable depth of cut as a function of feed orientation (0-360). Tlusty
[20] utilized these charts to determine the least compliant direction for different mounting
orientations for the tool post in the case of a turning machine; which was later re-designed to
increase its dynamic stiffness in the direction of the most complaint mode. Shamoto et. al.
[101,102] proposed a somewhat similar stability index to optimize tool path/ posture to avoid
chatter vibration in the case of ball-end milling with different tool inclinations and also in the
case of turning to determine optimum tool feed angles – much like in [20]. Zuliaka et. al. [16]
also used the feed-direction dependent stability criterion to investigate effects of structural
modification on feed-directional compliances in the case of a milling machine. Kilic and
Altintas [103] also investigated the effect of unmatched spindle dynamics on feed-directional
stability and suggested having matched spindle dynamics to have near uniform feed-direction
dependent stability.
In this thesis, the work presented in [103] is advanced to propose a generalized feeddirection-dependent stability criterion to characterize machine performance by its position
and feed-direction dependent stability. This criterion also identifies parameters and
components which limit target productivity levels. These components are subsequently
modified to result in an improved machine concept that delivers target performance
requirements.
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Chapter 3 Modeling Position-dependency in Machine Tools1
3.1.

Overview

A new generalized bottom-up method is proposed in this chapter in which substructural
elements of the machine tool that have position independent response are reduced
independently and combined subsequently to obtain position-dependent dynamic response. A
schematic overview of the proposed reduced model substructural synthesis formulation and
its development in this chapter is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Reduced model dynamic substructuring

A three axis vertical milling machine with serial configuration is selected as the
representative machine to be modeled and analyzed. At first, from a given 3D Computer

1

A version of this Chapter has been published as Law, M., Phani, A. S. and Altintas, Y., 2013, Position-

Dependent Multibody Dynamic Modeling of Machine Tools Based on Improved Reduced Order Models,
ASME Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering, Vol. 135(2) [1]
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Aided Design (CAD) model of the machine under investigation – a representative three-axis
vertical machining center; the machine is partitioned into its various substructural
components. Following partitioning, each of the main substructural components of the
machine is modeled in FE in Section 3.2.
Substructural level model reduction will be carried out using an improved variant of the
component mode synthesis method in Section 3.3. Reduced substructures are synthesized at
the contacting interfaces by ensuring displacement compatibility by sets of algebraic
constraint equations, which is treated in Section 3.4. Synthesis is carried out with two
constraint formulations; followed by two numerical methods to handle the constrained
equations of motion in Section 3.5. The chapter is concluded by successfully and efficiently
simulating position-dependent TCP response for several different tool positions; and the
model is also verified against full order model results.

3.2.

Machine Tool Component Modeling

Each of the main substructural components of the machine, i.e. the column, bed, table,
cross-slide, spindle housing, spindle, and the three separate feed drives are all modeled with
finite elements using ANSYS® [104]. After necessary convergence tests on FE models, the
substructural system matrices are exported into the MATLAB® environment for further
model reduction investigations.

3.2.1. Modeling Structural Substructures
FE models for structural substructures have been generated from their respective detailed
CAD models using 10-noded solid tetrahedral elements. These elements are preferred over
other 8-noded solid brick elements, since unlike brick elements they do not cause any
artificial shear locking [105]. The structural components, made of a grade of cast iron were
assigned material properties as follows: modulus of Elasticity of 89 GPa; density of 7250
kg/m3; and, Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. The CAD model along with the FE model for one such
structural component, the column, is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Substructural CAD and FE models for the column

Convergence tests were carried out to determine the order of the substructural finite
element models. The h-method of refinement in which the size of the mesh is varied until
results converge is employed in this work. This method, due to its ease in implementation is
preferred over the p-method of refinement in which the order of the polynomial used for the
shape function is changed while keeping the mesh size the same.
Modal analyses investigations were carried out for each of the substructures with several
different mesh sizes and the convergence rate for the first 100 natural frequencies were
compared. The working definition of convergence criterion employed in this work is an error
of up to 5% in in natural frequencies over the frequency range of interest for a given model
size when compared with the natural frequencies obtained from the model having the highest
number of DOFs. Figure 3.3 shows convergence checks for the first ten non-rigid body
modes, for the example of the column substructure. For a 5% error in natural frequencies, a
model size of 17103 DOFs is found adequate. If however, the convergence criterion was set
as 2%, the model size required would be considerably higher at 102681 DOFs with
significantly higher demand on computing resources.
Mesh refinement was carried out using the ‘auto’ meshing option within ANSYS® which
results in refinement of mesh only at locations with abrupt changes in cross-sections and
geometry [104]. Hence, unlike structures with uniform mesh distributions for which the
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lower frequency modes converge quicker than the higher frequency modes and the
convergence is generally monotonic [106]; in the present case, the non-monotonic
convergence of modes is thought to be due to the non-uniform mesh refinement procedure.
Similar convergence checks to determine the size of the model for all other major
substructures were carried out.

Figure 3.3 Convergence checks to decide on the order of the substructures

3.2.2. Modeling Machine Tool Spindles
The spindle assembly, shown in Figure 3.4, includes the tool-tool-holder, spindle shaft,
spindle cartridge, bearings, spacers, drive pulley, and other accessories such as nuts and
rotary couplings. This spindle assembly is modeled as described in detail in [27,107]. The
spindle shaft, spindle cartridge, and the tool-tool-holder combination are all modeled with
Timoshenko beam elements. Bearings are modeled as radial-axial springs, and other
accessories are modeled as lumped mass elements. The tool-tool-holder-spindle interface
connections are assumed to be rigid at this stage of the investigation; Chapter 4 deals
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separately with modeling and identification of these joints. This comprehensive spindle
assembly model has been previously validated against measurements in [27,107] and is
integrated as a separate substructure coupled rigidly to the spindle housing.

Figure 3.4 Cross-section of Spindle unit (top) and its FE model (bottom) [27]

3.2.3. Modeling Feed Drive Units
Feed drive units for each of the three linear axes are modeled as separate subsystems. The
mechanical elements constituting the feed drive model are shown in Figure 3.5. The ballscrews are modeled with Timoshenko beam elements. The translating unit (table, cross-slide
or the spindle housing) are structural components modeled as described earlier in Section
3.2.1. Support bearings and the connection between the ball-screw and the nut are modeled
as radial-axial springs [25,40]. The motor and other accessories are modeled as lumped mass
elements.
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Figure 3.5 Components constituting the Feed drive model [25]

3.3.

Substructure Model Reduction

Each of the main substructural machine components is reduced independently as
discussed here. For any substructure under consideration, the undamped equations of motion
are represented as:
̈
where {

}

(3.1)

are the mass and stiffness matrices in real (physical) space; and

force vector. In many cases,

; where

is the

represents the total number of degrees

of freedom. The goal of model order reduction in structural dynamics is to find a low order
subspace

, to approximate the displacement vector in Eq. (3.1) such that:
(3.2)

where

is the reduced displacement vector; and

is the transformation matrix used for

reduction; making the reduced structural matrices:
(3.3)
Since the reduction procedure involves eliminating a subset of DOFs from the
displacement vector of the full model, , it is partitioned into the DOFs to be retained, i.e. the
exterior /interface (E) DOFs,

, that are in physical contact with the other substructures(s);

and, the DOFs which are to be eliminated, i.e. the interior (I) DOFs,
[

]{

̈
̈

}

[

]{

}

{

, as:
}.

(3.4)
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As an example of the interface DOFs to be retained, the exterior DOFs for the column
substructure representing the guide-way top surfaces and the surfaces in contact with the
machine base are shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 Column substructure represented only its interface DOFs

Since the substructural assembly formulation is equivalent to a generic component mode
synthesis (CMS) [11,46]; the standard form of the transformation matrix using the CMS Craig and Bampton method, which contains the entire set of constraint modes corresponding
to the exterior DOFs and a set of component normal modes corresponding to a subset of the
interior DOFs is given as [11]:
[
where

]

is a unit matrix; and,

transformation [65].

(3.5)
is the equivalent static (Guyan)

in Eq. (3.5) is obtained by traditionally retaining the first

few P modes of the mode shape vector

; which is obtained by solving the eigenvalue

problem corresponding to the interior DOFs of the form:
[

]

(3.6)

Though the standard form of the CMS transformation matrix in Eq. (3.5) reasonably
approximates response, the quality and accuracy of the reduced model is limited by the
quasi-static nature of the transformation as well as its dependence on the number of
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component modes included in the transformation. Since the bottom-up formulation followed
in this thesis is dependent on the substructures having position-independent response, it
becomes necessary for the reduced substructures to be able to represent essential full model
characteristics while simultaneously keeping the order of the reduced model to a minimum.

3.3.1. Improved Component Mode Synthesis Method
To overcome the part-static nature of the transformation, an improvement as suggested
by Koustaviils [69] is employed which includes the inertial terms as well; and, a novel
method to judiciously select the most important component modes is proposed.

3.3.1.1 Addressing the quasi-static nature of the CMS transformation
Advantageous characteristics of another model order reduction scheme, the so-called
iterated ‘improved reduction system’ (IRSi) method based on [66,67,69] are included to
overcome the quasi-static approximation. The new iterated improved component mode
synthesis transformation matrix becomes [69]:
[

]

(3.7)

)

(3.8)

wherein the iterated IRS terms are [69]:
(
with
[

]

(3.9)

and
(3.10)
wherein
(3.11)

.
The reduced matrices in Eq. (3.8-3.10), i.e.

;

are obtained with

appropriate projections onto reduced subspaces as in Eq. (3.3).
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3.3.1.2 Component Mode Selection Criterion
To identify how many and which of the P modes within the mode shape vector

, i.e.

within Eq. (3.7) are to be retained, the procedure as shown in the flow chart in
Figure 3.7 is proposed.

Figure 3.7 Flow chart for determining mode cut-off number

Much like in Experimental Modal Analysis, where actuators are placed at locations to
excite all the modes in the frequency range of interest, and, sensors are placed at locations
where these modes achieve a high degree of observability; a similar methodology is used in
this work, wherein the significant modes are treated as those identified with a mode indicator
function from the simulated FRF constructed between point(s) of high controllability and
observability within the subset of the interior DOFs.
To determine the optimal excitation location, the ‘optimum driving point(s) (ODP)’
method [108] is employed since it offers a very ‘natural’ selection criterion based on the
computed eigenvectors (

). Point(s) with large mode shape amplitudes for the modes of

interest are selected while avoiding the nodal points or any points near the nodal line. The
ODP parameter for a DOF, v, is defined as [108]:
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∏‖
where

‖

(3.12)

is the number of modes of interest. The DOF that has the largest ODP parameter is

considered as the possible excitation location.
To determine the response location, the point with the maximum kinetic energy is
chosen. The energy distribution method is employed here, as it involves computing the
kinetic energy, which is a direct measure of the structural properties. The kinetic energy (KE)
at the

DOF for

modes of interest is [109]:
∑

where

(3.13)

is the undamped eigenfrequency obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem in Eq.

(3.6); and

are the inertial terms corresponding to the interior DOFs obtained from Eq.

(3.4).
A FRF (

) is simulated up to the frequency range of interest as:
∑

where

(3.14)

is the eigenvector at the optimal response location DOF,

eigenvector component at the optimal driving point DOF, ;

;

is the

is the damping ratio;

is the

natural frequency; and, is the imaginary operator. To identify the number of modes in this
FRF, which are to be treated as significant, a Mode Indicator Function (MIF) is employed
which is defined at each frequency point, , for a total of N points as [108]:
∑

|
∑

⌈

||
⌉

|

(3.15)

The transformation of Eq. (3.7) complemented with proper sorting and selection of the
component modes to be retained, identified from Eq. (3.15) results in reduced order
substructural models which are able to represent higher order dynamics of the substructure
while keeping the order of the reduced model to a minimum by spanning a much wider
frequency range with fewer modes than would be required with standard CMS methods.
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3.4.

Reduced

Model

Substructural

Synthesis

with

Constraint

Formulations
Consider two substructures

and

as shown in Figure 3.8 which may represent any

of the machine components with relative motion between them. These substructures are
already reduced to their interface DOFs using the reduction scheme discussed in Section 3.3.

Figure 3.8 Substructural assembly by enforcing continuity constraints, (a) compatible
substructures, (b) incompatible substructures

If the substructures are obtained through a partitioning of the FE mesh of the global
structure, i.e. as in a classic top-down dynamic substructuring approach, they would be
automatically conforming, as in Figure 3.8(a), for which kinematic interface compatibility
conditions require that:
(3.16)
where

(n = 1,2) represents a subset of the total DOFs

that are in contact at a

particular position. The compatibility condition that extracts the interface DOFs is described
by a displacement operator

of the form of a Boolean matrix represented as:
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[

]

(3.17)
{

}

If however, a generalized bottom-up substructural synthesis approach is sought which
may involve synthesis of substructures that are modeled separately with different mesh
resolutions at interfaces, or by using dissimilar element types – it would result in nonconforming mesh distributions at the contacting interfaces - as shown in Figure 3.8(b). The
displacement operator

will no longer have the form of a Boolean matrix in this case, and

in order to enforce approximate geometric compatibility between substructures, Lagrange
multipliers are generally introduced [46]. The Lagrange multipliers approximated by shape
functions are not suitable for a position-dependent formulation, since, each time one
– Figure 3.8), a different set of nodes

substructure moves over another (say, by changing

come into contact at the interface, and employing the method in [46] would require a new set
of Lagrange multipliers for each new position.
To synthesize such substructures with incompatible meshes, an approximate model of
surface interaction is obtained by defining a virtual condensation node placed at the center of
each of the interface surfaces in contact, as shown in Figure 3.8(b), and subsequently
enforcing displacement compatibility between these virtual nodes as:

.
The displacement of the virtual node
rotational DOFs (

(3.18)

consisting of a set of translational and
is linked to the interface DOFs with a

displacement operator such that:

.
Coefficients of the displacement operator

(3.19)

are extracted by linking the DOFs of the

condensation node to the interface nodal DOFs it is meant to represent (

) using a

multipoint constraint (MPC) equation formulation. The MPCs represent the DOFs of the
condensation node as a linear combination of all the DOFs of the nodes in contact at the
interface [110].
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3.4.1. Multipoint Constraint Equation Formulation
Flexible bodies can be loaded in a multitude of nodal DOFs simultaneously, making force
interactions possible over the entire contacting interface. To avoid the issue of multiple
solutions made possible by the condensation node representing only a subset of these
simultaneously loaded DOFs, all interface nodal DOFs are represented by the condensation
node DOFs using constraint equations without any interface reduction. The condensation
node hence describes a net translational and rotational motion of the nodes of the interface
surface it represents.
All interface DOFs in contact are linked to the DOFs of the condensation node with the
rigid MPC and/ or the interpolation MPC [111]. The formulation presented here, is for the
generalized case of an individual substructural interface, hence the substructure superscript n
is dropped.

3.4.1.1 Rigid Multipoint Constraint
A rigid MPC formulation links the DOFs in contact such that part of the interface surface
in contact and the condensation node move as a rigid system. For each interface node k being
linked to the condensation node, the displacement
and the orientation

is fully defined by the displacement

of the condensation node as [111]:
(3.20)

where

is the vector from the condensation node to the node corresponding to the

interface node k. The orientation of the node is represented by rotations around linear
coordinate axes by assuming small angle approximations. The set of nodal DOFs for each
node

for volumetric elements in this work is represented as:

coefficients of the displacement operator,

. The

, are extracted from the constraint equations

setup using Eq. (3.20) and compatibility as in Eq. (3.18). The rigid MPC formulation
introduces as many constraints as the interface DOFs it represents, less the DOFs of the
condensation node.

3.4.1.2 Interpolation Multipoint Constraint Formulation
The interpolation MPC formulation defines displacements and rotations of the
condensation node as the weighted average of the motion of the interface nodes in contact.
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The motion of the condensation node is fully described by the displacement of all interface
nodes in contact for a total of p exterior DOFs as [111]:
∑
∑
(3.21)

∑
∑
where

|

|

represents the weight factors for each DOF.

To ensure that the condensation node represents the average motion of the contacting
interface, the weight factors

for each DOF are chosen proportional to the part of the

interface surface its node represents; and are assigned as the coordinates of the nodes being
coupled in this study. Since the modeling scheme is deliberately flexible to incorporate
different substructures modeled using different mesh resolutions, the weights of all DOFs for
an irregular mesh may not equal and may result in some DOFs being more heavily weighted
than others. Moreover, since the moving body has its own frame of reference attached to it
which is different than the global frame of reference, it may result in some DOFs having zero
weights, which may result in numerical errors during condensation and synthesis. Hence,
care should be exercised that each DOF being coupled has a real and non-zero weight
associated with it.
The coefficients of the displacement operator,

, as in the case for the rigid constraint

formulation are extracted from the constraint equations setup using Eq. (3.21) and
compatibility as in Eq. (3.18). An interpolation MPC formulation introduces as many
additional constraints as there are condensation DOFs.

3.5.

Numerical Methods to Handle Constraint Equations

On account of constraining the displacements at the interface, there is an increase in the
potential energy of the system. In order to solve the constrained set of equations of motion,
the potential function is modified by adding an extra “energy” term and is solved by the
Penalty method; and/ or the Lagrange multiplier method.
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3.5.1. Penalty Method
The variation of the modified potential functional in its standard form yields [106,112]:
[
where

]

(3.22)

is the displacement operator whose coefficients are extracted from Eq. (3.20) or Eq.

(3.21), and Eq. (3.18-3.19);

[

is the penalty matrix,

] is a

diagonal matrix of m penalty numbers corresponding to the m constraint equations,
stiffness matrix, and

is the external force vector. If

is the

in Eq. (3.22), the system of
(i = 1,…,m) becomes

equations returns to the case of no constraints being imposed. As

very large, the penalty of violating constraints becomes large, so the constraints are closely
satisfied. Numerical stability of this method is a function of the choice of

, which are

selected based on guidelines as described in [106,112]. If numerical stability is a concern
over selection of proper penalty numbers, iterative and/ or optimal procedures for selection
may be followed as suggested in [113,114].

3.5.2. Lagrange Multiplier Method
Using a discrete set of m Lagrange multipliers (

) corresponding to the m constraint

equations, and after taking the first variation of the modified potential functional we get
[106,112]:
[

]{ }

{ }

(3.23)

As opposed to the Penalty methods, the constraints are always satisfied in the Lagrange
multiplier method. However, the size of the stiffness matrix increases by the factor of the
number of Lagrange multipliers employed.

3.5.3. Substructural Synthesis
The assembled undamped equation of motion ensuring compatibility at the interfaces for
the two substructures in Figure 3.8 is represented as:
[

]{
̈

̈

}

[

]{

}

{

}

(3.24)

for the Penalty method, and
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̈
[

]{ ̈
̈

}

[

]{

for the Lagrange multiplier method; where {
mass and stiffness matrices; and

(

}

{

}

(3.25)

} represent the reduced substructural
) is the displacement operator coupling the

substructures.
Employing the floating frame of reference technique [111], these sets of equations, i.e.
the eigenvalue problem form of Eq. (3.24) and (3.25), are solved for any desired position, by
varying the position of the substructure 2, set by

, as shown in Figure 3.9; thus obtaining

the dynamic response at any position.

Figure 3.9 Overall flow chart showing a sequence of operations to obtain substructurally
synthesized position-dependent response
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The proposed formulation presents a complete description of modeling the positiondependent dynamics based on defining constraint equations to synthesize reduced
substructures.

3.6.

Application – Modeling Three Axis Milling Machine

The position-dependency of the dynamic stiffness at the TCP of a three axis vertical
milling machine is primarily due to the relative motion of the spindle-spindle housing
moving over the vertical column. Hence, as a first step, only the spindle (including the tool,
tool-holder), spindle housing, and column substructures – shown in Figure 3.10 are modeled,
reduced independently, and combined subsequently using constraint formulations.

Figure 3.10 Substructural assembly of the spindle-spindle housing substructure with the
column substructure through constraint formulations

The reduced substructural model consist of interface DOFs complemented by a set of
component generalized coordinates, as listed in Table 3.1. The interface DOFs for the
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column substructure represent the guide-way top surfaces and surfaces in contact with the
machine base; and, for the spindle-spindle housing substructure the interface DOFs represent
the guide-block surfaces in contact with the column guide-ways and the DOFs corresponding
to the spindle assembly including the tool-tool holder DOFs. The generalized coordinates
correspond to the significant modes identified with the mode indicator function from the FRF
simulated up to 10 kHz between the optimal driving and response locations. Uniform
damping of the level of

is assumed for all modes. In this way, 31 significant modes

are identified for the spindle-spindle housing substructure, and 43 for the column
substructure.

Table 3.1 Division of DOFs for the substructural components

Full Order Model
Interface
DOFs (
Reduced Model

)

Column

Spindle-Spindle Housing

Total

10908

15117

26025

762

1845
2681

Significant
component

43

31

modes ( )

Table 3.2 compares the first 15 significant modes identified for the representative column
substructure using the mode indicator function based sorting scheme with that of the standard
CMS modal reduction scheme, i.e. in which the first few (

non rigid-body low

frequency modes are retained. As is evident in representative results in Table 3.2, the mode
sets are disjoint; and, that the mode indicator function based ranking scheme spans a wider
frequency range than the standard modal reduction. For the standard modal reduction scheme
to span the same frequency range as that of the mode indicator function based scheme, 310
mode sets would need to be retained for the column substructure, instead of the 43 presently
identified as significant. In the case of the spindle-spindle housing substructure, 139 modes
would need to be retained instead of the 31 identified as significant. The reduced set hence
includes effects of higher order dynamics while keeping the reduced size to a minimum while
automatically deciding the order of the reduced model.
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Table 3.2 Top 15 mode subsets for standard modal reduction (SMR) based method and mode indicator function (MIF) based
sorting for the column substructure, where
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0.21

0.48

0.6

0.68

0.87

0.92

0.93

0.96

1.02

1.14

1.17

1.21

1.33

1.37

1.39

1

4

5

7

9

11

12

13

14

16

22

25

27

28

32

0.21

0.68

0.87

0.93

1.02

1.17

1.21

1.33

1.37

1.47

1.64

1.74

1.83

1.89

2.07

SMR

Mode #

is the natural frequency

[kHz]

MIF

Mode #

[kHz]
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3.6.1. Verification of the New Improved Reduced Order Models
To determine the accuracy of the improved reduced order model over the standard CMS
scheme; and to verify the proposed improved variant; two criteria are employed: the
normalized relative frequency difference; and, the modal assurance criterion. The normalized
relative frequency difference (NRFD) is defined as:
|
where

and

|

(3.26)

are the eigenfrequencies of the full order model and the reduced order

model respectively. The modal assurance criterion (MAC) in turn is defined as [108]:
|
(
where

and

|
)

(3.27)

are the mode shape vectors for the full and the reduced order model

respectively. Generally, MAC values in excess of 0.9 should be attained for well-correlated
modes and a value of less than 0.1 for uncorrelated modes.
Both, the column and the spindle-spindle housing substructures were verified and the
results are shown in Figures. 3.11-3.12. The figures compare the NRFD and MAC of the first
80 modes between the standard Craig-Bampton CMS method including standard modal
reduction based sorting scheme, and that of the iterated improved component mode synthesis
with mode indicator based sorting scheme.
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Figure 3.11 Normalized relative frequency difference (NRFD) and modal assurance criterion
(MAC) comparison for standard component mode synthesis scheme (left) and iterated
improved component mode synthesis scheme (right) – for the column substructure

The reduced model response characteristics are more influenced by the choice and
number of exterior/ interface DOFs than the geometry of the substructure. The more the
number of interface DOFs, better approximated is the full model. For the example under
consideration, the column substructure has less interface DOFs than the spindle-spindle
housing substructure, hence making it more with diffficult to have approximated full order
response.
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Figure 3.12 Normalized relative frequency difference (NRFD) and modal assurance criterion
(MAC) comparison for standard component mode synthesis scheme (left) and iterated
improved component mode synthesis scheme (right) – for the spindle-spindle housing
substructure

For the column substructure (Figure 3.11), the improved reduced order model has a
frequency error of less than 1% for entire frequency spectrum considered, while the standard
CMS method has errors as high as 60% for the high frequency modes. Similarly, the
improved reduced order model is far better correlated to the full order model than the
standard CMS scheme, having diagonal dominated near uniform unity MAC values; hence,
making it the method employed for all subsequent analysis. The MAC for the improved
reduced spindle-spindle housing substructure (Figure 3.12) has fewer off-diagonal terms as
compared to the coulmn substructure (Figure 3.11), since its reduced set contains more
exterior DOFs than the column substructure.
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3.6.2. Structural Assembly for Different Positions of the Substructures
Each of the four pairs of contacting interfaces between the four spindle-housing guideblock sets and the column guide-ways is represented by a pair of condensation nodes linked
to the interface DOFs using multipoint constraint formulations of Eq. (3.20), and Eq. (3.21).
The weight factors

in Eq. (3.21) are assigned as the nodal coordinates. The modified

(reduced) form of the synthesized constrained equation sets of Eq. (3.24) and Eq. (3.25) are
solved using the Penalty method from Eq. (3.22) as well as the Lagrange Multiplier method
from Eq. (3.23). To evaluate the reduced order substructurally synthesized positiondependent model, TCP FRFs simulated assuming uniform damping of the level of
for all modes are compared with that of a full order model obtained from ANSYS® [104],
wherein the substructures were ‘glued’ together.
To evaluate the effect of the type of constraint formulation, results with different MPC
formulations are compared in Figure 3.13. The rigid MPC formulation overestimates
stiffness, which in turn results in higher eigenfrequency estimates [111]. The FRF for the
rigid MPC seems to have shifted to right when compared with the full order model FRF,
while the FRF with the interpolation MPC formulation reasonably approximates full order
response, and hence is recommended as the method of choice to be employed for subsequent
synthesis.

Figure 3.13 Comparison of TCP FRFs for solution with different constraint formulations;
assumed uniform damping of

for all modes
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Furthermore, results with different numerical solution schemes to the constrained
problem, i.e. with the Lagrange multiplier method and the Penalty method are also compared
[ ] [112]

in Figure 3.14. For penalty numbers selected as
both methods give the same response.

Figure 3.14 Comparison of TCP FRFs for solution with different numerical methods;
assumed uniform damping of

for all modes

As a second step, position-dependent response comparisons between the substructurally
synthesized reduced order models and full order models are shown in Figure 3.15. The
substructural synthesis being based on a floating frame of reference system, the moving
frame attached to the TCP is adjusted relative to the reference frame by varying

(in

Figure 3.10). For each new position, a new set of constraint equations are established to
describe the relations between the new nodes that have come into contact, by suitably
updating the displacement operator, , within Eq. (3.24) or Eq. (3.25). Subsequently, the new
reduced synthesized constrained equation sets of Eq. (3.24) or Eq. (3.25) are solved to obtain
the position-dependent response. For the overall sequence of operations to obtain positiondependent response, see Figure 3.9 again. Three different positions are compared: the
configuration when the spindle-spindle housing is at the top position, as shown in Figure
3.10; a mid position; and, a bottom position when the spindle-spindle housing combine has
moved in the Z-direction by an amount of -0.2 m; and -0.4 m respectively.
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of full order model and reduced order model TCP FRFs at three
different positions: top position (top), mid position (middle), and bottom position (bottom);
assumed uniform damping of

for all modes

As evident from comparisons in Figure 3.15, the substructurally synthesized reduced
machine model is able to capture full order model results with little to no errors. Slight
differences observed between the two models may be attributed more to the nature of the
contacting surface interaction approximations using the constraint formulations than to the
reduction process. The TCP FRFs are also observed to be strongly position dependent, with
the lower frequency structural modes exhibiting stronger position-dependent behavior as
compared to the higher frequency local tool-tool holder modes.
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The position-varying dynamic behavior (natural frequencies and dynamic stiffness) is
also tabulated in Table 3.3. As is evident, the global modes corresponding to the column (up
to 150 Hz) and the spindle housing (up to

600 Hz) exhibit strong position-dependent

behavior, varying by 6-10% in natural frequencies and by 50-75% in dynamic stiffness. The
spindle-tool-tool-holder modes (600 – 1200 Hz) on the other hand are more local in nature
and do not exhibit strong position-dependency. The spindle mode around ~640 Hz varies by
at most 4% in natural frequency and by ~15% in dynamic stiffness. The tool-tool-holder
modes ~1000 - 1200 Hz have a negligible variation in natural frequency (< 1%) and at most a
12% change in dynamic stiffness.

Table 3.3 Comparison of position-dependent behavior for the improved reduced model,
where

is the natural frequency,

Top Position

Mid Position

is the dynamic stiffness,
Bottom Position

Mode
#

1

Associated mode
shape
[Hz]

[N/µm]

[Hz]

[N/µm]

[Hz]

[N/µm]

73

2.8

77

3.7

81

4.8

Global column
bending
Global spindle-

2

124

4.4

125

4.1

128

3.8

housing + column
bending

3

258

10.7

263

11.1

260

12.2

Global spindlehousing bending
Global spindle-

4

310

11.6

318

12.6

325

12.5

housing bending
+ torsion

5

529

5.2

550

4.6

561

4.1

6

639

6.5

640

6.2

612

7.6

7

853

12.1

-

-

889

12.2

Global spindlehousing torsion
Spindle bending
Spindle + tooltool holder
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bending
8

1066

4.1

-

-

1083

3.6

9

1149

2.1

1131

1.7

1148

2

Tool-tool holder
bending
Tool-tool holder
bending

The synthesized reduced model is able to reasonably approximate full model behavior
and being ~1/10th the size of the full model (see Table 3.1) leads to considerable simulation
time savings; taking ~10 seconds/ position as compared to ~6 hours/ position for the ‘full’
model (Intel® i3-380M processor with 4 GB RAM) thereby facilitating further positiondependent stability analysis.

3.7.

Summary

A systematic and computationally efficient procedure is proposed to model and evaluate
the position-dependent dynamic behavior of a three axis milling machine tool based on
substructural synthesis of improved reduced order models as an alternative to presently used
time consuming full FE models by the designers.
Machine substructural components were reduced and subsequently synthesized using
adaptations of constraint equations which tolerate mesh incompatibility at their contacting
interfaces; allowing for modular design. Substructural components were reduced using an
improved variant of the component mode synthesis method to retain interface DOFs
complemented by a set of judiciously selected component modes using a novel mode
selection criterion. The mode sets thus identified are able to represent higher order dynamics
of the substructure while keeping the order of the reduced model to a minimum by spanning
a much wider frequency range with fewer modes than would be required with standard CMS
methods. Substructural syntheses with the interpolation MPC formulation were found to be
better than the rigid MPC formulation. For a correct choice of the penalty number, both
numerical solution techniques to the constrained problem provided the same results.
Dynamic response characteristics of the substructurally synthesized reduced order FE models
were verified against corresponding full order models.
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The substructures were rigidly coupled in the preliminary investigation, without having
modeled the stiffness and damping at the joints. Joint characteristics severely affect tool point
response – and are treated separately in Chapter 4. Joints once modeled, the reduced model
substructural synthesis formulation developed here is extended to model a complete machine
tool in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4 Modeling and Identification of Machine Tool Joints1
4.1.

Overview

The multitudes of joints in a typical machine tool have varying degrees of influence on
the response of the machine at the point of interest, i.e. at the TCP. The low frequency TCP
behavior is severely affected by the joints between the various structural substructures such
as the joints between the column and the base, and the base and ground; whereas the higher
frequency TCP behavior is more dependent on the joints between the tool and tool holder as
well as between the tool holder and the spindle. To obtain the full frequency spectrum
response a two pronged strategy is proposed in this chapter – as shown in Figure 4.1.
At first, each of the major machine tool components for the machine under consideration,
i.e. a three axis vertical machining center – FADAL 2216 are all modeled independently as
discussed in Chapter 3. These major substructures (base, column, table, and spindle-spindlehousing) are synthesized using a simplified approach of idealizing the contacting interfaces
between these substructures as being connected by linear spring elements – as discussed in
Section 4.2. The response at the spindle nose obtained from the synthesized machine model
(Substructure III – Figure 4.1) is further combined with the tool-tool-holder combine
(Substructures I + II, Figure 4.1). Since the response at the spindle nose is available from the
virtual machine tool model, measurement of rotational and translational FRFs at the spindle
nose, which can be challenging is no longer necessary. Moreover, the virtual machine tool
model enables us to include the effects of machine tool structural dynamics on the identified
joint dynamics.
As a second step, the tool-tool-holder assembly response is obtained by synthesizing the
response of the tool (Substructure I) with the tool-holder response (Substructure II) using the
IRC approach – as discussed in Section 4.5. The IRC method can be used to identify
interface characteristics between the tool and the tool-holder and between the tool-holder and
the spindle, since these substructures are easy enough to disassemble and measure in their

1

Parts of this Chapter have been published as Mehrpouya, M., Law, M., Park, C., Park, S. and Altintas, Y.,
2013, Joint Dynamics Identification on a Vertical CNC Machine, 2 nd International Conference on Virtual
Machining Process Technology, Hamilton, Canada, [2]
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free-free configuration. This two-stage substructural synthesis approach allows different
substructural combinations to be modeled independently and coupled subsequently.

Figure 4.1 Two-stage substructural synthesis of the machine tool. Tool (Substructure I) is
synthesized with the tool-holder response (Substructure II); and, the synthesized tool-toolholder combine is subsequently coupled to the response of the synthesized substructural
machine model (Substructure III).

4.2.

Modeling Joints between Structural Substructures

Joint characteristics for bolted connections between structural members; connections
between the guide-block and rail and between ball-screw and nut; and, bearings; depend on
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parameters like preloads, contact surface conditions, bearing types, friction, and damping.
The information about joint stiffness and damping is seldom available at the design stage;
making joint modeling non-trivial in the FE environment. Treatment, modeling and
identification of joint characteristics are independent of the machine being represented by its
full order FE model or its reduced order FE model. Hence, as a first step, joints are
introduced between the structural components for the full order FE model in this chapter;
and, are extended to the complete substructurally synthesized reduced machine model in
Chapter 5. Joint flexibilities are idealized by spring elements. This approach, also referred to
as the “whole-joint” approximation [14] involves imposing simplified kinematics across the
joint interface, relating the kinematics of all the nodes on each side of the interface to the
kinematics of a representative node (either real or virtual), which is subsequently coupled to
a representative node on the other contacting interface with an idealized spring.

4.2.1. Idealizing Bolted Connections
Though there exist several fasteners between various substructures of the machine, only
those connections that may contribute towards the overall tool point compliance are modeled
in this study as connected by linear springs. As such, only the major interfaces between the
base and column, between the spindle-housing and the column, and between the base and the
ground are modeled; while other connections are assumed to be in rigid contact.
Bolted connections are modeled as linear spring (bar) elements with stiffness as a
function of material and geometric properties of the fasteners. The spring stiffness for bolted
connections is expressed as:
[
where

is the nominal cross-sectional area of the bolt;

assumed); and

]

(4.1)

is the modulus of elasticity (steel

– is the length of the bolt.

4.2.2. Idealizing Bearings as Springs
Complex analytical models for bearings have been developed by several past researchers
which depend on defining bearing stiffness as a function of applied force, resulting
deformations, rotational speed, and even including centrifugal and gyroscopic effects
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[115,116]. However, for the sake of simplicity, bearings when preloaded may be represented
by a stiffness value that is usually available for various bearing types and arrangements from
the respective manufacturers’ catalogues.
For each of the three ball-screw feed drive models in the machine being model, the ballscrews are supported with the help of angular-contact ball bearings with a medium-high
preload setting of ~700 N. For these preload levels, the axial stiffness of the bearings is taken
as 135 N/m, and the radial stiffness is taken as 95 N/m. For the case of the spindle
bearings, for a medium-high preload setting of ~1000 N on the angular-contact ball bearings,
the radial stiffness is taken as 212 N/m, and the axial stiffness is taken as 97 N/m.
Additional details on modelling the support bearings are described in [27,40].

4.2.3. Idealizing Connections between Guide-ways and Guide-blocks, and between
Ball-screw and Nut
The interfaces between the guide-ways and guide-blocks and between the ball-screw and
nut are idealized as being connected by linear spring elements using the “whole-joint”
approximation with the equivalent contact stiffness values obtained from manufacturers’
catalogues. Joints at these contacting interfaces are idealized as two translational springs
perpendicular to the direction of motion with no resistance, i.e. no spring in the direction of
motion.
For the machine under consideration, each axis has two guide-ways and four guideblocks; and one ball-screw nut interface respectively. Equivalent contact stiffness for each of
the three axes for the guide-block and guide-rail interface is assigned as 187 N/m (THK
SVR series); and as 280 N/m for the ball-screw-nut interface (THK SBN series) [117].

4.3.

Validating Model Predicted Response at Spindle Nose with

Measured Response
At first, model response at the spindle nose obtained by modeling the joints between the
structural substructures as described above is compared with response obtained with the case
of all the structural components assumed to be in rigid contact by assuming uniform damping
for all modes. Damping is subsequently measured from experiments and is used to update
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model predicted response, following which updated model predicted response is compared
with measured behavior.

4.3.1. Comparison of Model with Rigid and Spring Connections
Spindle nose FRFs in machine principal directions, i.e. in the X and Y directions are
compared in Figure 4.2, for the case of model with rigid and spring connections. Response
for the full order models is obtained by carrying out modal analysis for the full FE model
within the ANSYS® environment. Comparisons are limited to the low-frequency regime of
up to 400 Hz, i.e. to the frequency range influenced by the machine design dependent
structural components but not as application dependent tools and tool holders.

Figure 4.2 Response comparisons at spindle nose for machine with rigid connections and
spring connections in X (top) and Y (bottom) directions; assumed uniform damping of
for all modes
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As evident from comparisons in Figure 4.2, the response at the spindle nose for the case
of rigid connections results in higher frequency estimates than the response with spring
connections modeled as described in Section 4.2. Also, the dynamic stiffness for the case of
connections with springs is lower than the case of rigid connections. The main influence of
joints is to bring about a reduction in the stiffness of assembled structure(s), which in turn
has the effect of lowering the natural frequencies and the dynamics stiffness, as is observed
in Figure 4.2. A uniform damping ratio of ζ = 0.05 has been assumed in simulating the above
FRFs. These damping levels are updated by correlating measured response with model
predicted response - as presented in the following section.

4.3.2. Experimental Modal Analysis
The test setup to identify modal damping on the machine being modeled is shown in
Figure 4.3. An instrumented impact hammer is used to excite the machine at the spindle nose
and a laser vibrometer is used to measure the displacement response. The measured FRFs are
curve fit within CUTPRO® [118] to identify modal damping levels. The first few dominant
modes of the machine that are measured are listed in Table 4.1, along with the identified
modal parameters. The identified modal parameters (modal damping levels) are subsequently
used to update the model predicted response.

Figure 4.3 Experimental test setup for modal analysis on FADAL 2216 – three axis vertical
machining centre
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Table 4.1 Modal Parameters obtained from measurements on FADAL 2216, where
natural frequency,

is the dynamic stiffness, and ζ is the damping ratio
Mode #

X direction

Y direction

is the

ζ
[Hz]

[N/m]

[%]

1

36

23.1

6.4

2

97

12.5

6

3

130

16.9

4.5

1

26

7.5

6

4.3.3. Comparison of Measured and Updated Model Response
Measured spindle nose FRFs computed with the modal parameters listed in Table 4.1 are
compared with updated model predicted response in Figure 4.4, for both the machine X and
Y directions respectively. Measured and model predicted behavior of the dominant modes is
also compared in Table 4.2, which also lists the errors in prediction of the dynamic stiffness’s
and natural frequencies rounded to the nearest integer.

Figure 4.4 Measured response comparisons at spindle nose with model predicted response for
rigid connections and spring connections in X (top) and Y (bottom) directions.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of dominant low frequency modes for model predicted response (with/
without joint effects) with measured response at the spindle nose, where
frequency,

is the dynamic stiffness,

is the natural

is the error in natural frequency prediction and

is the error in dynamic stiffness prediction
Measured

Model with joints

Rigid model

Mode
#

[Hz] [N/m] [Hz] [%] [N/m]

[%]

[Hz] [%] [N/m]

[%]

1

36

23.1

32

-12

8.7

-165

42

14

15

-55

X

2

97

12.5

68

-42

4

-210

81

-20

5.7

-120

Y

1

26

7.5

31

16

10

25

56

55

29

72

As is evident from Figure 4.4 and Table 4.2, even though model predicted response
with/without joints does not have the same number of modes as the measured model, model
predicted response is able to capture the general trend of the measured response.
Though model with joints is able to quite accurately capture the Y directional behavior,
both in frequency matching and dynamic stiffness approximations as compared to the model
with rigid connections; there exist considerably errors in approximating the X directional
response; particularly in the second dominant mode in the X direction. In the respect of
frequency matching alone, model with joints is better able to approximate measured modes
with errors in predicting frequencies ranging from 12% to 16% at most, with the exception of
the second dominant mode in the X direction, for which the error in approximation is as
much as ~42%. Model with rigid connections have a higher error in predicting frequencies
ranging from 14% to 55%. These errors in the low-frequency modes, as well as the order
mismatch between the model predicted behavior and measured behavior may partially be
attributed to the modeling simplifications in representing some minor machine components
like the automatic tool changer and cabinets by lumped mass elements.
Moreover, since the true nature of the contacts between these substructural interfaces is
more complex than can be captured with an idealized spring connection, it may further
explain the high level of errors in approximating the dynamic stiffness, ranging from 50% to
120% for the model with rigid connections, and slightly higher error for the model with
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joints, ranging from 25% to 210%. These higher error levels in dynamic stiffness estimation
for the model with joints are carried over from the differences observed in Figure 4.2, i.e. due
to the inclusion of joints in the model that result in lowering the overall system stiffness.
These errors may also be attributed to the difficulty in approximation of the base mounting
pads by linear springs whose contact stiffness if underestimated, lead to errors in accurate
prediction of the dynamic stiffness of the low-frequency modes.
These errors may be minimized by modeling the machine and its joints with higher
degree of fidelity. Overall, even though the model predicted response still has considerable
errors, the model with joints better approximates the measured behavior as compared to the
rigid model. Since these models are meant to aid in engineering decision making, as a first
level of approximation for subsequent analyses and investigations, the error levels though
high, are deemed acceptable.

4.4.

Finite Element Models of the Tool and Tool-holders

The tool and tool-holder response is to be synthesized with the response at the spindle
nose obtained above. Since the spindle assembly was modeled with Timoshenko beam
models as described in Chapter 3, to ensure element type compatibility, the tools, and toolholders are also modeled with Timoshenko beam models.
Each of the FE models of the tools and tool-holders are all checked for convergence and
are subsequently validated with their physical counterparts by comparing response
characteristics (FRFs) in their unsupported (free-free) configurations. Material properties
assigned for the tools that are made of carbide are: modulus of Elasticity of 550 GPa; and,
density of 15630 kg/m3. For the tool-holder made of steel, material properties assigned are:
modulus of Elasticity of 210 GPa; and, density of 7800 kg/m3. Since the joint identification
procedure discussed below also involves use of cylinders (representing blank tools) to
identify and validate the joint characteristics, the cylinders that are made of steel are modeled
with Timoshenko beam elements.
The response at the spindle nose obtained from the validated virtual machine tool model
is combined with the tool-tool-holder response with the inverse receptance coupling (IRC)
approach to obtain the TCP FRF – as discussed in the next Section. To avoid measuring
rotational receptances which was very challenging and difficult, only translational FRFs of
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the assembled structures are used in the identification. For the substructures, both rotational
and translational FRFs are extracted from the FE models and used in the identification.

4.5.

Identifying Joints between Substructures

First, the finite element (FE) model of the tool and the tool-holder along with the
measured frequency response functions (FRFs) of the free-free tool-tool-holder assembly are
used to find the joint’s dynamic properties between the tool and the tool-holder. Secondly,
the validated FE model of the machine tool is employed in the IRC method to obtain the
joint’s dynamic properties between the holder and the spindle using the measured
receptances on the actual physical machine tool structure. The identification of joint
dynamics between the tool-holder and the spindle is performed by using the measured
receptances along the tool while the tool-tool-holder assembly is inserted inside the spindle.

4.5.1. Inverse Receptance Coupling
Let the substructures A and B, shown in Figure 4.5, be connected through a joint which is
comprised of rotational and translational elements. These two substructures may represent
any of the three substructures in Figure 4.1. Points nA and nB represent the internal locations
on Substructures A and B, and, points cA and cB represent the DOFs connected through the
joint section.

Figure 4.5 Substructures coupled with a joint

The relation between the displacements and the forces in each substructure can be
defined as:
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(4.2)

where xiS and θiS, (S = A, B; i = n, c), represent the translational and rotational displacement
vectors at location i on substructures A and B; and, FiS = {fiS , MiS} represents the vector of
force and moment at location i on each substructure. The receptance components are defined
as hij= xi/fj, lij= xi/Mj, nij= θi/fj and oij= θi/Mj; where

represents the displacement-to-force

receptance; represents the displacement-to-couple receptance;
force receptance; and

represents the rotations-to-

represents the rotation-to-couple receptance.

The equilibrium condition at the joint part is:

 f AJ   f BJ 
 J  J   0
M A  M B 

(4.3)

where FSJ = {fSJ , MSJ} is the vector of force and moment in the joint section at the
connecting locations to substructure S. Using the equilibrium conditions, the equation of
motion at the joint part can be written as:
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C

where HJ denotes the receptance matrix of the joint and subscripts t and r represent the
translational and rotational directions respectively.
Considering that forces and displacements of the internal coordinates do not change
before and after coupling, i.e. xnA=xn; θnA=θn; xnB=xn; θnB=θn; FnA=Fn; MnA=Mn; FnB=Fn; and,
MnB=Mn; the assembled structure’s FRFs can be obtained by inserting Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (4.2)
as [2,93]:

 X nA  GnAnA GnAcA GnAcB GnAnB   FnA 
 X  G G G G   F 
 cA   cAnA cAcA cAcB cAnB   cA 


 
X
 cB  GcBnA GcBcA GcBnB GcBnB   FcB 
 X nB  GnBnA GnBcA GnBcB GnBnB   F 
 nB 

(4.5)
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[

where

] represents the assembled structure’s FRFs, and Xi = {xi θi}T is

the displacement vector of the assembled structure.
Considering that two internal locations are available for the measurements on a structure,
nA = {1,2}, and naming the connecting points on substructures A and B as 3 and 4, two
assembled structure’s FRFs are expanded as:
1
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(4.6)

Since the only assembled structure’s FRFs that can be measured easily are translational
FRFs, G11,tt and G12,tt are expanded as:

x
1
G11,tt  1  h11 
[(h12brr  l12brt )h21  (h12btr  l12btt )n21 ]
f1
btt brr  brt btr
(4.7)
x
1
G12,tt  1  h12 
[(h12brr  l12brt )h22  (h12btr  l12btt )n22 ]
f2
btt brr  brt btr
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The two explicit joint parameters of httJ and hrrJ are obtained symbolically by
simultaneously solving these two equations in Eq. (4.7) using MATLAB® symbolic toolbox,
to yield:
httJ 

hrrJ
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h

33

 o

33
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(4.9)

 o44

Based on Eq. (4.9), the joint FRFs are obtained by two assembled structure’s receptances
and the substructures’ FRFs which are obtained through the FE models. This eliminates the
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dependence of identification on the rotational FRF measurements and gives an explicit
solution for the joint FRFs.
Equation (4.9) will be repeatedly used in the identification of joint dynamics in the
following sections. At each identification stage, two measured receptances along with the
validated FE models of substructures are used to find the joint’s FRFs. In order to assess the
accuracy of identified joint’s FRFs, different tools are inserted in the tool-holder and the
identified joint’s FRFs are used in Eq. (4.7) to build the new structure’s FRFs. The
reconstructed FRFs are then compared with the directly measured FRFs on the new structure.

4.5.2. Joint Identification between the Tool and Tool-holder
The IRC procedure necessarily requires measurements on the substructures in their
assembled configuration. The experimental setup to obtain these measurements is shown in
Figure 4.6, and includes a CAT40 tool-holder, two cylinders, 50 mm and 70 mm long, and
one actual end mill, 90 mm long, which were each inserted 30 mm inside the tool-holder, as
also schematically represented in Figure 4.7. The joints are identified for a given tool and
tool-holder combination, and subsequently validated with different tools. The 70 mm long
cylinder is used in the identification step, and the 50 mm long cylinder along with the 90 mm
long tool is used in the validation step.
These components, i.e. the tool-holder and each of the cylinders and the actual tool were
all modeled with Timoshenko beam elements in the FE environment. The translational as
well as rotational FRFs at locations H44 and H45 on the tool-holder (see Figures 4.6-4.7) were
obtained from its FE model. The cylinder/ tool FRFs, H11, H12, H22 and H13 were also
obtained from their corresponding FE models. Substructural FE models for each of the
tool(s) and the tool-holder were all validated against measurements in free-free
configurations, i.e. unsupported conditions. Damping levels for the individual free-free FRFs
for the FE models are obtained from measured modal damping, by assuming a Rayleigh
definition of proportional damping [108].
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Figure 4.6 Free-free test setup for the tool-tool-holder combination

Figure 4.7 Schematic of different tool and tool-holder assemblies

The procedure to identify joint dynamics between the tool and the tool-holder is as shown
in the flow chart in Figure 4.8. The flow chart depicts the identification procedure which was
done on the 70 mm cylinder and the validation step which was done on the 90 mm tool and
the 50 mm cylinder. For identification of the joint between the shank of 70 mm cylinder and
the tool-holder, two measurements were performed at locations 1 and 2 (see Figures 4.6-4.7)
with the tool-tool-holder combine in free-free conditions. This information, along with the
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FRFs of the tool-holder and the cylinder, i.e., H44, H11, H12, H13, H22, H23 and H33 all obtained
from the respective FE models are inserted into Eq. (4.9) to find the translational and
rotational FRFs of the joint. The identified joint FRFs are shown in Figure 4.9 – for the
translational FRF, httJ, and in Figure 4.10 – for the rotational FRF, hrrJ,.

Figure 4.8 Flow chart showing procedure for joint identification, and validation between
the tool and the holder
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Figure 4.9 Identified translational joint FRF, httJ, between the tool and the tool-holder

Figure 4.10 Identified rotational joint FRF, hrrJ, between the tool and the tool-holder
From these two figures, i.e. Figures 4.9-4.10, the structural modes of the joint are
observed to be between 5 kHz to 6 kHz. If the dynamics of a structure which uses this tooltool-holder setup is sought around these frequencies, i.e. between 1 - 10 kHz, the effects of
the joint between the tool and the tool-holder cannot be ignored. To investigate the accuracy
of the identified joint FRFs, and, the potential improvements in the assembled structure FRFs
resulting from the joint FRFs, the FRFs for the 50 mm cylinder and 90 mm tool were
reconstructed by inserting the identified joint’s FRFs and substructures’ FRFs in Eq. (4.7).
The reconstructed free-free assembly FRFs are compared with the measured FRFs along with
the case for the substructures being rigidly coupled in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
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Figure 4.11 Direct FRFs for the tool-tool-holder with 50 mm cylinder (tool), G11_50mm.

Figure 4.12 Direct FRFs with tool-tool-holder with 90 mm tool, G11_90mm
As evident in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, a considerable improvement in the prediction of the
tool-tool-holder assembly was obtained with identified joint dynamics compared to the rigid
joint connection. The error in prediction for first two natural frequencies has improved from
24.0% and 9.7% in the rigid joint assumption to 5.0% and 2.1% in the reconstructed FRF.
The high level of noise observed in the reconstructed FRFs is due to the use of the measured
response during the identification step. Though a Savitzky–Golay filter [119] was applied to
the recorded signals before analysis to filter out some of the measurement noise, any
residuals leftover may magnify the error while dealing with the matrix inversion in the
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identification step, in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.9). This may also explain the additional modes
observed in the reconstructed FRFs in Figures 4.11 - 4.12.
At this tool-tool-holder assembly level, the substructures are symmetric, hence the X and
Y directional response is the same. When this holder-tool assembly is inserted inside the
spindle, the interface between these two bodies influences the dynamics at the TCP. The joint
at this interface is identified in the next section.

4.5.3. Joint Identification between Spindle and the Tool-holder
Two substructures are considered in this section: a FADAL 2216 machine tool whose
response at the spindle nose was obtained from the validated virtual machine model in
Section 4.3; and, the tool-tool-holder combine whose mathematical model was built by
considering the joint effects between tool and the tool holder – as discussed in Section 4.5.2.
Having a validated virtual model of the machine center reduces the need to perform several
measurements at the spindle nose that was required in earlier studies to obtain translational
and rotational FRFs [93,96,120].
The joint identification procedure was done for the case of the 70 mm cylinder and toolholder assembly clamped at the spindle, as shown schematically in Figure 4.13. Joint
dynamics once identified, TCP FRFs for a tool with 90 mm overhang length from the tool
holder collet face was constructed and validated against measurements – using the procedure
outlined in the flow chart in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.13 Schematic of spindle, holder, tool assemblies
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Figure 4.14 Flow chart showing procedure for joint identification, and validation between
the spindle nose and the tool-tool-holder combine
Two measurements were made along the cylinder – shown schematically in Figure 4.13;
one at the cylinder tip and another 20 mm away from the tip, to obtain the G11,tt and G12,tt
FRFs. These FRFs along with the FRFs at the spindle nose, H44, (see Figure 4.13), and the
FRFs for the holder-cylinder assembly, H11, H12, H13, H23 and H33, were inserted into Eq.
(4.9), shown in the flow chart in Figure 4.14 to obtain the joint’s translational and rotational
FRFs, httJ and hrrJ. Figure 4.15 shows the translational joint’s identified FRF, and, as evident
several structural modes exist in the joint FRF. This shows that the joint between the spindle
and the tool-tool-holder combine has more significant effects on the dynamics of the
assembled structure than the joint between the tool and the tool-holder, which showed only
one structural mode (Figures 4.9-4.10).
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Figure 4.15 Identified translational Joint FRF between Spindle and tool-holder, httJ.
To further validate the accuracy of the identified joint properties, the joint’s FRFs were
used to construct TCP FRFs for the case of the tool-tool-holder combine with a tool of 90
mm length. To do this, the 70 mm cylinder-tool-holder assembly was replaced with the 90
mm tool-tool-holder assembly. The spindle nose FRFs, H44, the tool-holder FRFs, H11, H13,
in Figure 4.13, and the joint’s FRFs, hJtt and hJrr, were inserted into Eq. (4.7) to find TCP
FRFs. Figure 4.16 shows the comparison between the reconstructed FRF, the measured FRF
at the tip of 90 mm tool and the assembled FRF obtained by considering a rigid joint between
the tool-holder and spindle, hJtt = hJrr = 0 in Eq. (4.7).

Figure 4.16 Direct FRF at TCP with 90 mm tool, G11_90mm.
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The improvements that were obtained in predicting TCP FRFs compared to the rigid joint
approximation showed the importance of the joint dynamics properties both between the
tool-holder and the tool and between the tool-holder and the spindle. If an accurate prediction
at the TCP is sought, the joint dynamics effects should be taken into account at both places.
The proposed method in this study had several assumptions and limitations in the modeling,
experiments and simulations. First, the off-diagonal terms in the FRF matrix are assumed to
have negligible effects on the assembled structure FRFs. This assumption is true if, as in this
study, the joint section mainly acts as a connecting element and imposes stiffness and
damping to the structure. The behaviour of the joint was also considered to be linear in the
studied frequency range, so the friction was modeled with a linear viscous damping element
and nonlinear effects such as slipping were ignored [121]. The behaviour of the joint was
also considered to be time-invariant and stable.
From the modeling point of view, differences between the measured and simulated
response at the spindle nose will compound inaccuracies in the identification. Idealization of
cylinders and tools with Timoshenko beam models may have also caused some deviations in
the identified joint properties. Lastly, the accuracy of the identified joint dynamics and their
validity depend on similarity of joint conditions in the identification and validation
structures. Many conditions such as contact area, pre-stress and manufacturing tolerances can
affect the joint behaviour. The proposed methods are applicable when the influential
conditions on the joint’s dynamic behaviour remain constant after replacing different
substructures.

4.6.

Summary

A systematic procedure to model and identify joint characteristics was presented in this
Chapter. A two-stage substructural synthesis approach was proposed to facilitate response
analyses over the full frequency range of interest. The low frequency behavior was
approximated by idealizing joints between the various structural components of the machine
as linear springs, for which damping was incorporated by correlating model predicted
response with measured response. Having a validated virtual model of the machine center
reduces the need to perform several measurements at the spindle nose that was required in
earlier studies to obtain translational and rotational FRFs. The mid-to-high frequency
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behavior was approximated by applying an inverse receptance coupling method which
identified joint dynamics between the tool and the tool holder and also between the toolholder and the spindle. Though there still exist some errors between model predicted
response and measured behavior, a considerable improvement in response prediction for the
assembled structure was observed by modeling and identifying the joint dynamics as
compared to treating the joint as rigid.
These techniques of modeling and identification of joint characteristics are extended in
the following Chapter for the case of modeling the position-dependent dynamics of a
complete three axis vertical milling machine using the substructurally synthesized reduced
order modeling scheme proposed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 5 Rapid Evaluation and Optimization of Serial Machine
tools with Position-dependent Dynamics and Stability1
5.1.

Overview

To facilitate rapid evaluation and optimization of the dynamic behavior of machine tools,
the reduced model substructural synthesis approach proposed in Chapter 3 is extended in this
Chapter to model and assess the position-dependent dynamic behavior of a complete
representative three-axis vertical machining center – FADAL 2216. Effects of joints are also
included by incorporating joint modeling and identification techniques presented in Chapter
4. The complete iterative virtual integrated position-dependent process-machine interaction
approach to assess machine performance is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Flow chart of a virtual integrated position-dependent process-machine interaction
approach for designing milling machines ensuring targeted productivity.

1

A version of this Chapter has been published as Law, M., Altintas, Y. and Phani, A. S., 2013, Rapid
evaluation and optimization of machine tools with position-dependent stability, International Journal of
Machine Tools and Manufacture, Vol. 68 [3].
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At first, the machine CAD model is partitioned into its major substructures. These models
are modeled with FE and reduced with the improved reduction scheme proposed in Chapter
3. The reduced models are synthesized at the desired position to obtain position-dependent
dynamic response. The generalized reduced model substructural synthesis formulation is
discussed in Section 5.2. This model is verified by comparing with corresponding full order
model results and validated against measurements; both of which are discussed in Sections
5.3 and 5.4. The machine under consideration is envisaged as a machine capable of high
engagement heavy-duty steel machining (milling); hence, a performance requirement of a
minimum of 3 mm chatter-free stable depth of cuts within the entire work volume is defined
as the criterion against which to evaluate the machine tool. This criterion also identifies
parameters limiting the target productivity levels. For a defined set of cutting conditions and
productivity levels, the position and feed-direction-dependent stability is evaluated in Section
5.5. Mechanical parameters limiting productivity are identified and modified to meet target
productivity, which forms the discussions in Section 5.6.

5.2.

Generalized Substructural Formulation for Position-dependency

Position-dependency at the TCP is modeled based on a two stage substructural assembly
approach. At first, each of the major substructures of the machine under consideration,
namely: spindle-spindle-housing, column, base, cross-slide, and table are modeled and
reduced independently. These reduced substructural models are subsequently synthesized
together with the three individual feed drive models as shown in Figure 5.2, allowing for
efficient prediction of position-dependent response at the spindle nose. This is followed by a
second stage substructural assembly procedure which involves coupling the tool-tool-holder
response (Substructure I) to the response obtained at the spindle nose from the first stage
(Substructure II) using a receptance coupling approach while including the joint dynamics as
discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5. Joint characteristics between the tool and the tool-holder
are identified as previously discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.2; and hence are not
discussed further here. This two-stage substructural synthesis facilitates modularity in the
design and evaluation process by allowing different design variants of the structural
components to be combined with different tool-tool-holder sub-assemblies.
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Figure 5.2 Two stage substructural synthesis of the machine tool. Tool-tool-holder response
(Substructure I - right) is coupled to the position-dependent response of the synthesized
substructural machine model (Substructure II - left).

5.2.1. Substructure Model Reduction
FE models of the structural substructures, each of the three independent feed-drive
models, and the spindle assembly are all modeled as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.
Each of these models is exported, after convergence checks, to the MATLAB environment
for reduction and synthesis as discussed in Chapter 3, Sections 3.3-3.4. The size of each of
the reduced models which consists of the exterior/ interface DOFs,

, complemented by a

set of P significant modes is listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Division of DOFs for individual substructures
SpindleSpindle

Column

Base

Cross-slide

Table

Total

21992

45983

97214

50201

15623

231013

1037

1533

1945

2598

1908

Housing
Full order model
Reduced Model

Interface
DOFs (

)

9173

Significant
component

27

28

46

27

24

modes (P)

5.2.2. Substructural Synthesis
Synthesizing each substructural interface with a set of

constraint equations, the

undamped equation of motion for the synthesized reduced model at a particular position is:
̈
̈
̈
̈
̈
[

]{

̈ }
(5.1)

=
[
where {

]

{

}

{

}

} are the reduced substructural mass and stiffness matrices and the subscripts
and

correspond to the spindle-spindle housing combine, column, base, cross-

slide, and table respectively.

(

) is a displacement operator whose

coefficients are obtained by ensuring displacement compatibility at the contacting interfaces
with an interpolation constraint formulation as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.5.
(5.1) represents a column vector containing a discrete set of

in Eq.

Lagrange multipliers

corresponding to the number of constraint equations [106].
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The synthesized model enables prediction of dynamic response at the spindle nose as one
component changes its position relative to another by solving the eigenvalue problem in Eq.
(5.1), by varying the tool position in the work volume by adjusting

or

(see Figure

5.2). For each new position, since a new set of nodes come into contact, while others fall out
of contact, the displacement operator in Eq. (5.1) is updated by instantaneously coupling/ decoupling the corresponding nodes on the interfaces.
Since the substructurally synthesized reduced machine model size is ~1/25th the size of
the full model (Table 5.1), it allows for very efficient position-dependent dynamic modeling
of the machine. Further modularity in the design process is facilitated by synthesizing the
frequency response function (FRF) at the spindle nose with that of separately modeled tooltool-holder model response as discussed in the next section.

5.2.3. Tool Point Response Predictions with Receptance Coupling
The component receptances for the tool and the tool-holder that are modeled with
Timoshenko beam elements can be expressed in a compact matrix generalized form as:
(5.2)
where

is the generalized receptance matrix that describes both translational and rotational

component behavior, and
and,
vectors.

and

and

are the respective measurement and excitation locations

are the corresponding generalized displacement/ rotation and force/ couple
is made up of the component receptances as in Eq. (4.2) in Section 4.5.1.

The direct receptances at, and cross receptances between the free-end (i.e. location
Figure 5.2) and the coupling end (location

in

in Figure 5.2) of the tool-tool-holder model are:
(5.3)
(5.4)
.

Due to symmetry and Maxwell’s reciprocity,

(5.5)
. The direct receptances at the

spindle nose (location 2 in Figure 5.2) are similarly represented as:
(5.6)
Ensuring equilibrium conditions at the joint part, i.e. at the connection between the tooltool-holder and the spindle nose, the assembled receptances,

, at the TCP in the

generalized form are given as:
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(
where

has the same structure as

solutions in Eq. (5.3) – (5.6).

)

(5.7)

, and its constituent receptances are obtained from

within Eq. (5.7) has the structure as in Eq. (4.9), as

previously discussed in Section 4.5.1; and its joint characteristics are identified from
measurements on the physical test machine in assembled configuration, i.e. with the tooltool-holder inserted inside the spindle.
The above proposed two stage substructural synthesis methodology yields the positiondependent dynamic response at the TCP. A face-mill cutter of 50 mm diameter with an
overhang of 70 mm from the spindle nose with a CAT40 type tool-holder is modeled and its
response is obtained from Eqs. (5.3) – (5.5). Response at the spindle nose obtained from
solutions to Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.6) is synthesized with the tool-tool-holder response, which
leads to the response at the free-end of the tool using Eq. (5.7).

5.3.

Model Verification and Validation

Model checks are made for representative position of the tool being near to the table, i.e.
when the spindle housing is at the bottom of its Z axis stroke, at a distance of -0.4 m from the
configuration shown in Figure. 5.2. As a first step, response at the TCP predicted with the
substructurally synthesized reduced order model is compared with the full order model
results for the case of both models having all joints modeled as rigid. Once verified, joints are
modeled and identified, and the updated verified model predicted response is validated
against measurements.

5.3.1. Contrasting the Substructurally Synthesized Reduced Model with Full Model
All connections are initially modeled as rigid, i.e. with

in Eq. (5.7) and for

displacement compatibility at the interfaces, with the influence of joints being treated in the
next section. A uniform damping ratio of ζ = 0.02 has been assumed in simulating all the
FRFs. These damping ratios are updated by correlating the model predicting response with
measured response, in the next Section.
Reduced and full model TCP response is compared in Figure 5.3. In addition to
comparing the response at the TCP in Figure 5.3, the normalized relative frequency
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difference (NRFD) and the modal assurance criterion (MAC) between the reduced and full
order models are also compared in Figure 5.4. Response comparisons are made up until 350
Hz, i.e. up to the frequency range of interest. Since the machine is envisaged for heavy-duty
milling of steels - which are cut at lower spindle speeds (spindle speed being limited by the
recommended range of cutting speeds for steel), only the lower frequency structural response
is of particular interest to us. The stability of heavy-duty milling is more influenced by the
lower frequency structural modes of the larger parts of the machine than the higher frequency
tool-tool holder modes, which are in turn damped out by the cutting process in the lower
speed zones.

Figure 5.3 Full order and reduced order model TCP FRFs comparisons in X (top) and Y
(bottom) directions.

As is evident from comparisons in Figure 5.3, for the case of rigid connections, the
reduced model quite reasonably approximates the full model response. The slight
underestimation of natural frequencies and dynamic stiffness by the substructurally
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synthesized reduced machine model are thought to be due to the nature of the interpolation
constraint formulation during syntheses. The interpolation constraint formulation
underestimates contact stiffness at the interface, leading to underestimation of stiffness of the
overall assembled machine [111].

Figure 5.4 Normalized relative frequency difference (NRFD) and modal assurance criterion
(MAC) comparison between the full order and reduced order machine model

Since the response in Figure 5.3 is constructed using the modal vectors (mode shapes) of
the respective full order and reduced order models, the MAC comparison in Figure 5.4 better
explains the discrepancies observed in correctly approximating the dynamic stiffness of the
low frequency mode in the machine X direction. Since the full and reduced synthesized
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models have been modeled differently with different mesh sizes, they do not have the same
nodal distribution; and a MAC comparison cannot be made for all DOFs of the reduced
model. Hence, MAC comparisons in Figure 5.4 are limited to only a subset of the nodes
which are taken as those which can represent the deformation shape of the full machine.
These nodal DOFs are chosen as the nodes corresponding to the corners of the guide way top
surfaces on the column substructure, the nodes corresponding to the Z-axis feed-drive
assembly, and, the spindle nodes. As evident in Figure 5.4, though the diagonal of the MAC
for some modes is near unity – suggesting a good correlation for these modes, there is also a
scatter of a few off-diagonal terms which are near unity. This suggests a poor correlation of
these modes. The off-diagonal terms observed in Figure 5.4 may be attributed more to the
errors due to the synthesis process than due to the reduction process; since as was already
shown in Section 3.6.1, the substructural reduced and full models were well correlated with
near uniform unity diagonal dominated MAC values.
Response comparisons in Figure 5.4 are for the first 15 low-frequency modes within the
frequency range of interest, i.e. up until 350 Hz, and not only for the modes observed at the
TCP response in Figure 5.3; hence, caution should be exercised in correlating modes in
Figure 5.3 with that in Figure 5.4. The errors in frequencies between the reduced and full
model fluctuate between -10-15% depending on the mode. A comparison of the natural
frequencies in Figure 5.4 also suggests that for the case of a higher frequency error between
the reduced and full order model counterpart, the corresponding mode shapes are not well
correlated, and have significant off-diagonal terms.
Since the objective of the machine tool designer is to maximize the dynamic stiffness,
and the reduced model underestimates the dynamic stiffness of some modes, the reduced
models may well provide the designer with greater leeway in modifying the design, by erring
on the side of caution. Overall however, even though the synthesized reduced model is
~1/25th the size of the full model, yet it gives reasonably close results; and importantly, the
reduced model leads to considerable simulation time savings for the designer; taking ~1
minute/ position as compared to ~12 hours/ position for the full model (Intel® i7 2.67 GHz
processor with 9 GB RAM) thereby facilitating position-dependent analyses. The verified
reduced model is validated against measurements by considering joint characteristics in the
next section.
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5.3.2. Comparing Model Predicted Response and Measured Response
Model predicted response is updated by modeling and identifying the joint characteristics
as discussed in Chapter 4. The test setup to identify modal damping on the machine being
modeled is shown in Figure 5.5. An instrumented impact hammer is used to excite the
machine at the spindle nose and a laser vibrometer is used to measure the displacement
response. The identified modal parameters (modal damping levels) are subsequently used to
update the model predicted response for the lower frequency modes. Joint characteristics for
the higher frequency tool-tool-holder modes are identified with the inverse receptance
coupling approach as discussed in Chapter 4 and Section 5.2.3.

Figure 5.5 Experimental setup to measure TCP FRFs on machine.

The predicted response for the updated model obtained by solving Eq. (5.7) with
is compared with measured response and with the model in which all joints are treated as
rigid in Figure 5.6, for the frequency range of interest, i.e. up to 350 Hz. Measured and model
predicted behavior of the dominant modes is also compared in Table 5.2, which also lists the
errors.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of model predicted response (with/ without joint effects) with
measured response

As is evident from Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2, the model predicted response, with joint
dynamics incorporated, is better able to approximate measured behavior as compared to the
rigid model, especially in the machine Y direction. The errors in both models are still
considerable, especially for response in the X direction. These errors are carried over from
response comparisons at the spindle nose in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3; and may be attributed
to the same reasons outlined before, i.e. due to modeling simplifications and due to the
difficulty in approximating contacting interfaces which are idealized as being connected with
linear springs. To a lesser extent, the errors may also be attributed to the reduction and
synthesis process.
The results and trends reported in Table 5.2 are for response at the TCP and are for the
reduced model with/without joints, hence are slightly different than those reported in Table
4.2, in which the response was compared at the spindle nose for the full machine models
with/without joints.
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Table 5.2 Comparison of dominant low frequency modes for model predicted response (with/
without joint effects) with measured response at the TCP; where
is the dynamic stiffness,

is the natural frequency,

is the error in natural frequency prediction and

is the

error in dynamic stiffness prediction
Measured

Model with joints

Rigid model

Mode
#

X

Y

[Hz] [N/m] [Hz] [%] [N/m]

[%]

[Hz] [%] [N/m]

[%]

1

36

17

34

-6

9

-90

42

14

6.8

-150

2

97

9.5

60

-60

3.6

-150

75

-30

3.7

-155

3

130

12.5

134

3

22

40

128

-2

25

50

1

26

8

24

-7

6

-33

41

37

14

42

Any error in the prediction of dynamic stiffness at the TCP would lead to errors in chatter
stability prediction, and, thence the model would not find much use to establish experimental
guidelines for recommending stable cutting parameters. If the model was intended thus, a
more detailed and accurate model may be necessary. However, since the purpose of this
model is to guide engineering design decisions and to facilitate rapid evaluation and
optimization of the machine’s position-dependent dynamic behavior, these errors though
high are deemed acceptable at this stage of development.
Moreover, since the dynamic stiffness is underestimated, the model errs on the side of
caution, i.e. it is more flexible than the physical test structure; leading to potentially
optimizing a design concept for a higher stiffness with a higher factor of safety. The model
response is simulated and updated with joint characteristics at other positions as well to
evaluate the machine’s position-dependent dynamic behavior.

5.4.

Position-dependent Dynamic Response at Tool Point

TCP FRFs are simulated with the substructurally synthesized reduced order machine
model at three different positions of the machine. The top position is the configuration shown
in Figure 5.2; the mid and bottom positions are when the tool has moved in the Z-direction
by an amount of -0.2 m; and -0.4 m respectively. The stability of the machining process is
primarily influenced by the low-frequency structural modes such as column, table, spindle
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housing, and the spindle shaft; hence X and Y directional direct TCP FRFs are compared up
until 350 Hz in Figure 5.7. Higher frequency tool and tool-holder modes are usually not
related to the design of the machine tool structure since they are specific to machining
application and are more local in nature, i.e. they do not exhibit strong position-dependency.
As evident in Figure 5.7, the global modes corresponding to the column (20 to 100 Hz)
exhibit stronger position-dependency as compared to the spindle housing modes (100 to 350
Hz). The low-frequency column mode in the X direction at ~34 Hz varies by ~100% in
dynamic stiffness, whereas the second X directional column bending mode at ~60 Hz varies
by up to 8% in natural frequencies. The dominant low-frequency column mode in the Y
direction at ~24 Hz varies by as much as 12% in natural frequencies and ~95% in dynamic
stiffness over the full Z stroke of the machine.

Figure 5.7 Comparison of reduced model TCP FRFs at three different tool positions: top,
mid, and bottom
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To better understand the low frequency modes and the shape associated with these
modes, the first dominant low-frequency mode in each machine direction for the case when
the headstock is at the top position are shown in Figure 5.8. The full model shown in Figure
5.8 (a) is represented by only the interface DOFs in Figure 5.8 (b). Mode shapes are shown
by overlaying the deformed configuration over the un-deformed configuration. The first
mode at ~24 Hz corresponds to a global column bending mode in the YZ plane, in Figure 5.8
(c), while the second dominant mode at ~34 Hz corresponds to the global column bending
mode in the XZ plane, in Figure 5.8 (d). These mode shapes do not change as a function of
position; position influencing only modal (vibration) amplitudes and frequencies.

Figure 5.8 (a) Full order model (b) Reduced model with only interface DOFs, (c) Mode
shape of column bending in YZ plane; (d) Mode shape of column bending in XZ plane.
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Influence of the strong position-dependent dynamics of the verified and validated (within
acceptable errors) substructurally synthesized reduced machine model on the performance
and productivity levels within the entire work volume will be investigated in the next section.

5.5.

Evaluation of Machine Tool Performance

5.5.1. Material Removal Rates and Position-dependent Stability
When the structural dynamics of the machine vary within the machine’s work space, the
chatter stability and the resulting limits on the material removal rates vary as well. The
variation of stability is demonstrated here by considering face milling of AISI 4340 steel with
80% engagement, which is treated as the target application for the envisaged machine. A
minimum speed and feed-direction independent stable depth of cut of 3 mm is targeted in the
whole working range of the machine. Effects of position-dependent directional compliances
on machining stability are investigated by generating feed-direction-dependent absolute
machining stability charts.

5.5.2. Oriented FRFs and Feed-direction-dependent Stability
A multi-degree-of-freedom machine tool may chatter in any of its dominant modes. The
effect of each mode is determined by its dynamic characteristics; whether or not the mode is
aligned with the principal machine directions
a machine tool with horizontal
feed direction

and vertical

with an angular orientation

the structural mode ̅

; and, the direction of feed. Consider
axes; and let the tool be travelling in the
as shown in Figure 5.9. Additionally, if

is not aligned with the principal machine tool directions, it would

be oriented with an angular distance

as also shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 Orientation of machine mode ( ̅

) in the machine tool axes (

) and the

feed axes

The stability of the milling system is determined using a modal model of the machine and
the following characteristic equation [122]:
[ ]

[

]
(

where
is the eigenvalue of the characteristic equation,
is the number of teeth on the cutter;
cut;

(5.8)

is the axial depth of cut;

[122]; and

(5.9)

are its real and imaginary parts;

is the cutting force coefficient of the material being
is the tooth passing period.

within Eq. (16) is expressed as:
[

[

and

is the chatter frequency; and,

The oriented directional matrix

where

)

]

[

][

]

(5.10)

] is the matrix of the average direction factors, determined as in
is the 2D transfer function matrix at the TCP in the feed plane, expressed

as:
[
where

and

directions, and where

]

[

]

(5.11)

are the direct transfer functions in the
and

(

feed

are the cross transfer functions.

In order to obtain the feed-plane transfer function matrix,
assumed to be parallel to the

and

directions (i.e. for

, the principal modes

) are projected onto the feed

) directions with the transformation [103]:
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{ }
where (

)

[

(

)

(

)

(
(

)
)

[ (

)] { }

(5.12)

] is the transformation matrix. Similarly, the cutting

forces when transformed, become:
{
The vibrations in

[ ] { } or { }

}

[ ]

{

}.

(5.13)

directions:
{ }

[

]{ }

{ }

[

]{ }

(5.14)

along with Eq. (5.13) when substituted into Eq. (5.12), lead to the vibrations in the feed
directions to be expressed as:
{
wherein [ ][

][ ]

[

machine tool principal axes

}

[ ][

][ ]

{

}

(5.15)

]. Since the principal mode ̅

is aligned with the

, which are orthogonal, the cross terms are negligible, i.e.

. However, due to the projection of modes in the feed directions,
.
Representing again the characteristic equation in Eq. (5.8) as a quadratic function in ,
we get:
(5.16)
where the coefficients

and

including the effects of the cross terms from the feed plane

FRF matrix are:
(

)

(

);
(5.17)
.

The absolute speed independent limiting depth of cut, described by the parameters in Eq.
(5.8) and Eq. (5.10), for different feed directions (0-360) may be analytically determined as:
[

(

) ]

(5.18)
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Solution to Eq. (5.18) for each tool position within the work volume results in speed
independent absolute minimum stable depths of cut which vary with feed directions in
proportion to the magnitude of projections of the modes in that direction.

5.5.3. Process Stability and Modes Limiting Productivity
Feed-directional stability was simulated for face milling AISI 4340 steel with
3000 MPa; and the radial coefficient,

5;

0.24. Results for three tool positions along

with the corresponding chatter frequencies are shown in Figure 5.10. In Figure 5.10 (a), the
regions inside the stability curve envelopes are stable, and those outside the process stability
threshold, are unstable. The absolute limiting depth of cut is plotted radially, while the
machining (feed) directions are plotted circumferentially. These feed-direction dependent
absolute stability charts are a departure from the traditional stability lobes [122] in a way that
they represent only the absolute minimum stability at a particular position and feed direction
and are not concerned with finding the stability lobes which recommend selection of cutting
parameters based on spindle speed.
The stability curves are symmetric about 45º and 135º respectively, i.e. in directions
where the mode under consideration halves the angle between the

principal directions.

The shape and envelope of the stability boundaries are a strong function of the engagement
conditions and position-varying strengths of directional modes. An ideal machine design
must have circular stability boundary, i.e. identical depth of cut limits in all directions, which
is only possible if the structural dynamics of the machine are uniform in all feed directions.
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Figure 5.10 (a) Feed directional stability at three different tool positions: top, mid, and
bottom, and, (b) Corresponding chatter frequencies as a function of feed direction.
Minimum limits of ~1.65 mm at the 50º and 232º feed orientations are observed when the
tool is at the bottom position; and, ~1.17 mm at the 52º and 232º feed orientations for when
the tool is at the mid position. The absolute minimum limit occurs however when the tool is
at the top position of the Z stroke; being ~1 mm at the 52º and 232º feed orientations. This is
mainly due to the fact that the dynamic stiffness of modes in the X and Y directions is similar
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in magnitude and is a minimum at the top position (see Figure 5.7). The feed-directional
chatter spectrum in Figure 5.10 (b) also shows that chatter occurs between ~15-65 Hz –
depending on the feed direction, which is near to the low-frequency dominant column
bending modes in the XZ and YZ planes (see Figures 5.7-5.8). Having identified the column
mode(s) as the cause of limited productivity due to chatter, they need to be stiffened.

5.6.

Structural Design Modifications to Meet Target Productivity

In order to achieve the target productivity goal, the dynamic stiffness of the modes
limiting productivity needs to be increased. The dynamic stiffness being a function of the
modal stiffness and the damping coefficient, , an increase may be brought about by one or
more of the following strategies: designing structures with a more rigid construction, i.e. by
increasing mass and/or stiffness of the substructures; and/or with damping modifications active or passive. Methods of mass addition/reduction will shift the natural frequencies of
vibration, and may result in reduction of vibration amplitude at certain frequencies. However,
chatter may still occur at the shifted frequency, since the forcing function may vary as a
function of material being cut; workpiece engagement; and cutting speeds. Moreover, mass
addition is contrary to the objective of this work, which aims at simultaneous reduction of
moving masses. Methods for tuning through passive damping, relying on better energy
transfer to the ground through mounting pads etc. though favorable, is outside the scope of
the present discussion. Active damping though effective, requires additional external
actuators and adds to the complexity of the system, hence is not the preferred method for
dynamic stiffness modification in the present discussion.
With the forgoing discussion, structural modification by stiffening is preferred in this
work; due to its relative ease in implementation at the design stage. The dominant modes
being the bending and torsion of the column (see Figures 5.7-5.8), the column substructure is
stiffened through addition of flange stiffeners and internal cross ribs. These modifications
shown in Figure 5.11 result in increase in mass of the column by ~15%, which is contrary to
the objective of development of light-weight machine tools. Hence, a subsequent topology
optimization is carried out to optimize material distribution within the column design space
while minimizing its volume. Topology optimization has been shown to be a useful tool in
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supporting design decisions [7,123] is carried out on the Hypermesh® [124] platform in the
present investigations.

Figure 5.11 (a) Original, Modified, Optimized, and Smoothened Column models; (b)
Comparison of X direction TCP FRFs for original and modified machine models; and, (c)
Comparison of Y direction TCP FRFs for original and modified machine models.

The design space for the column is all the parametric space other than the contacting
interfaces. A new design concept is found by subjecting the TCP to loads representing
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machining forces of 3000 N while respecting constraints on compliance. Optimization
investigations have been conducted at all three positions of the spindle housing described
earlier, and the final design concept is shown in Figure 5.11 (a). The new design concept for
the column has the same mass as that of the original column model, i.e. a ~15% reduction in
mass from the stiffened model was achieved through optimization. This design concept is
smoothened into a suitable geometry-based CAD model for further analysis.
The procedure given in the flowchart in Figure 5.1 is followed again with the new
column concept to obtain the new synthesized reduced machine tool model. The reduced
model’s dynamic response at the TCP for the original, stiffened and subsequently optimized
machine model is compared in Figure 5.11 (b, c) for a representative condition when the tool
is at the top position; and, with all connections assumed to be rigid. For comparisons, a
uniform damping ratio of ζ = 0.02 has been assumed. Joint characteristics are incorporated
through modeling and identification, as done before, after these initial comparisons and
before simulating position-dependent dynamics and stability for the new machine concept.
An increase in dynamic stiffness by ~20% for each of the first bending modes in the XZ
and YZ planes; and by ~30% for the mode at ~90 Hz is evident from TCP FRF comparisons
in Figure 5.11 (b,c), in which comparisons are limited to 120 Hz, i.e. the frequency range
affected by the structural modifications. The increase in the natural frequencies of the lowfrequency modes is due to stiffening. The dynamic response with the optimized topology is
equivalent to the response with the stiffened structure with the advantage of having less
overall structural mass. The static stiffness for the modified machine design now ranges from
20-22 N/µm (depending on tool position), an increase of ~40% over the previous range of
14-16 N/µm.

5.6.1. Improved Machine Tool Performance
Stability was simulated with the same tool and cutting conditions as before, but with the
modified machine response; and the stability results are compared with the values of the
original machine model for the three positions as before, see Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Feed-directional stability comparison for original and modified (optimized)
machine model at two different tool positions: (a) bottom, (b) mid, (c) top

As is evident from Figure 5.12, the new absolute stability limit at the top position is ~1.5
mm at the 52º and 232º feed-orientations, an increase of ~50% over the limit achievable with
the original machine model. At the mid position, the new absolute limit is ~1.7 mm, an
improvement by ~45% over the earlier ~1.17 mm limit; and at the bottom position, the new
absolute limit is ~2.1 mm, an increase of ~30% over the earlier ~1.65 mm limit. The shape
and envelope of the stability boundaries are different than the original design due to the
change in position-varying directional compliances for the modified structure. Structural
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modifications result in an increase in the stability envelope leading to higher absolute
stability limit for a wider range of feed directions, even exceeding the target productivity
levels of 3 mm at certain feed directions for all tool positions; which is a significant
improvement over the earlier design. Further improvements, if necessary, to meet the target 3
mm depth of cut at all working positions and feed-orientations are possible by modifying
(stiffening) other substructures, or, by integrating active/ passive damping mechanisms – all
of which are facilitated by the rapid iterative procedure developed in this Chapter.

5.7.

Summary

This Chapter demonstrates the feasibility of a virtual engineering approach to rapidly
evaluate and optimize the performance of machine tools through design modifications to
improve their dynamic stiffness. By characterizing the position-dependent process-machine
interactions, the machine with improved dynamic stiffness is shown to better achieve
targeted productivity.
The position-dependent substructurally synthesized reduced order machine model
efficiently and accurately simulates dynamic response; taking ~1 minute/ position as
compared to ~12 hours/ position for the full model. The model facilitates rapid investigation
of design alternatives compared to the time consuming full FE models used presently. For a
defined set of representative milling operations and target productivity levels for which the
machine is being envisaged, the effects of position and feed-direction-dependent compliances
and machining stability are investigated. It is shown that the proposed reduced order
substructural model allows rapid redesign and analysis of components which limit the
productivity due to low compliance.
Though the model predicted response underestimates the dynamic stiffness as compared
to measured behavior due to difficulties in accurately modeling the joint characteristics, it
errs on the side of caution; i.e. the resultant stability maps generated with model predicted
response envelope smaller areas and have a lesser absolute minimum stability limit than if
the stability maps were to be generated with measured response. This translates to a higher
factor of safety in the design process, resulting in a potentially stiffer design than would be
necessary for achieving the target dynamic stiffness and productivity levels.
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Even though the design methodology was applied to a specific kinematic configuration
and for a given set of machining operations, the methodology developed is generic and may
be extended to virtual evaluation of any machine tool – as is done in the next chapter, in
which the position-dependent dynamics and stability of a serial-parallel kinematic machine
tool are assessed. The proposed virtual machine concept facilitates total system simulation,
including the dynamics of the control and mechanical parts of the machine; making it
possible to assess design suggestions and to perform system optimization at an early stage of
development.
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Chapter 6 Position-dependent Dynamics and Stability Analyses of
Serial-Parallel Kinematic Machines1
6.1.

Overview

This Chapter extends the substructurally synthesized reduced machine modeling scheme
developed in Chapter 3 to model and evaluate the position-dependent dynamics for a hybrid
serial-parallel kinematic machine tool developed for machining large workpieces in the die
and mold industry. Such machines must necessarily envelope large work volumes and deliver
consistently high dynamic stiffness over the entire work volume. This is difficult to achieve
with traditional serial machine tool construction, since higher stiffness necessarily involves
bigger structures, which require bigger, more powerful and costly feed drive motors.
Alternatively, nimbler parallel kinematic machine tools with higher dynamic stiffness
capabilities have been developed; however, these suffer from strong position-dependent
dynamics, leading to sluggish performance over large work volumes. To deliver improved
dynamic performance over the whole working range of the machine, a prototype hierarchical
hybrid serial-parallel scissor kinematic machine has been developed at the Fraunhofer IWU
[125], see Figure 6.1. Motion is split between the serial parts that envelope large work
volumes and the scissor kinematic arrangement that allows delivery of higher dynamic
stiffness at the tool center point (TCP) with higher acceleration capabilities [126].
Though the scissor arrangement with struts of fixed lengths is superior to other parallel
kinematic arrangements with struts of varying lengths, the scissor kinematics still exhibits
strong position-dependent dynamic behavior [51]. The position-varying dynamics lead to
position-varying machining stability of the system, which limits the achievable productivity
and performance in the whole working range of the machine [57]. The evaluation of the
changing stability helps to plan stable machining trajectories by splitting the motion between
the serial and parallel parts. In order to exploit the potentially superior dynamic behavior of
such a hybrid arrangement it is necessary to consider the position-dependency of the system
at the design and development stage.
1

Portions of this Chapter have been published as Law, M., Ihlenfeldt, S., Wabner, S., Altintas, Y. and
Neugebauer, R., 2013, Position-dependent dynamics and stability of serial-parallel kinematic machines, CIRP
Annals - Manufacturing Technology, Vol. 62 [4].
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Figure 6.1. Hybrid serial-parallel scissor kinematic machine.

To facilitate rapid assessment of position-dependency for such hybrid machines, the
modeling processes developed in Chapter 3 are extended here, leading to a novel method to
model the parallel struts undergoing rotation in Section 6.2. The machine model is verified
and validated against measurements in Section 6.3, followed by simulating and subsequently
validating the machine’s position-dependent behavior in Section 6.4. The reduced multibody
machine model is used to simulate position-dependent stability maps in Section 6.5 so as to
assess stable material removal rates over the entire work volume.

6.2.

Position-dependent Multibody Dynamic Machine Model

The machine is treated as an assembly of the major flexible substructures as shown in
Figure 6.1. Motion in the XY plane is achieved either by four linear motors driving the Yslides, or, through actuating the scissor-kinematic arrangement as shown in Figure 6.2. Struts
at either side of the platform are driven by action of four independent linear motors, whose
planar motion results in rotation of the struts about their pivot points. Independent control of
the linear motors may inadvertently cause rotation of the tool platform about the Z axis. To
avoid this, there are three struts on the one side and two on the other [125]. Tool motion in
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the XZ plane is achieved by two ball-screw feed drives. For details on the kinematics of the
machine, see [125,126].

Figure 6.2. Kinematic scheme for the scissor kinematics.

During positioning, the substructures undergo simultaneous translation and rotation,
which leads to position dependent structural dynamics. First, each major substructure is
modeled independently in the FE environment; and is exported, after convergence checks to
the MATLAB environment for reduction and synthesis with the parallel struts. The parallel
struts in turn are modeled with Timoshenko beam elements which are oriented to the
appropriate configuration using transformation matrices prior to assembly with the main
structural components.
The details of general mathematical model based on dynamic substructuring remain the
same as discussed earlier in Chapters 3, 4, and 5; and, only the principles that are specific to
the hybrid serial-parallel kinematic machine are given here.
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6.2.1. Substructure Model Reduction
FE models of the each of the major structural components shown in Figure 6.1, i.e. the
two Y-slides, four guide-blocks, the Z-carriage, the Z-slide and the two ball-screw feed-drive
models for the Z axis, are all modeled as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. The structural
components were assigned material properties of structural steel as: modulus of Elasticity of
210 GPa; density of 7800 kg/m3; and, Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The two Y-slides are made of a
special sandwich foam in which aluminum foam is sandwiched between two steel plates
[127]. Modeling such detail within the FE environment is difficult and cumbersome.
Moreover, a detailed sandwich model within FE results in a very large order model which
poses difficulties in handling within the MATLAB environment during the reduction process.
Hence, material properties for these Y-slides are selected such that the simplified model
response characteristics match the detailed model characteristics.
Each of the substructural models is exported after convergence checks to the MATLAB
environment for reduction and synthesis as discussed in Chapter 3, Sections 3.3-3.4. These
structural models are synthesized with the parallel struts which are modeled with
Timoshenko beam elements as discussed in the next section.

6.2.2. Modeling Parallel Kinematics
Each of the five parallel struts is of a hollow box type construction and may also be
modeled as the other structural components, i.e. with solid tetrahedral 10-noded elements.
The reduced model substructural synthesis approach is based on the synthesis of the
individual substructures that have position-independent response to obtain positiondependent response. This is achieved by first aligning each of the individual substructures to
the correct position and subsequently enforcing displacement compatibility at the
substructural interfaces. This is rather straightforward for a machine that has substructures
undergoing translational motion. However, in the present situation, the parallel struts undergo
large rotation about the pivot points due to the translating guide-blocks. If the strut was to be
modeled with solid elements, it would not be possible to rotate the meshed strut to the proper
orientation outside of the FE environment before synthesis. Hence, an alternate approach is
proposed to model the struts, i.e. one in which each of the parallel strut is modeled with
Timoshenko beam elements. Beam elements have the distinct advantage that they may be
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rotated rather straightforwardly to obtain the desired orientation with the help of a rotation
(transformation) matrix.
Each beam element has six DOFs on each of its two nodes; three translational (
and three rotations (

)

) – as shown in Figure 6.3. A two stage transformation is carried

out at the elemental level: i.e. first a rotation about the X axis (

) to bring the strut to

the correct inclination as in Figure 6.1; and, a subsequent rotation about the Z axis (

)

to make the correct orientation as in Figure 6.2. Transformations are based on kinematic
relationships.

Figure 6.3. Oriented parallel strut modelled with Timoshenko beams

For a given tool position, the platform subtends different angles at either side (

),

except for the tool position for when the platform is at the center of the X2 axis, in which
case,

. The inclination (

) for each of the struts is fixed, i.e. it does not change as a

function of tool position. The formulation discussed here is for the general case for any of the
five parallel struts.
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The transformed structural matrices {

} for each of the parallel struts at the

elemental level are expressed as:
(6.1)
where {

} are the elemental matrices in YZ plane; and

is the two stage

transformation matrix expressed as:
(6.2)
where
[

]

[

]

(6.3)

wherein the nodal operator at each node j is expressed as:

[

]

[

]

(6.4)

Once transformed to the appropriate inclination and orientation, each strut is assembled
with a total of

elements as shown in Figure 6.3. In this manner each of the parallel struts

may be modeled independently, followed by bringing it to the correct orientation and
inclination based on the transformation matrices (Eqs. (6.1) – (6.4)) prior to synthesis with
the other structural components.

6.2.2.1 Response Comparisons for Parallel Strut Modeled with Solid and Beam
Elements
As a first check, to verify if indeed the strut may be approximated with beam elements,
response comparisons are made for the case of the parallel strut modeled with solid and beam
elements in the free-free configuration of the strut. The parallel strut modeled with solid
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elements is shown in Figure 6.4 and the free-free FRFs between the connection ends are
compared in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.4 Solid Model of the parallel strut

Figure 6.5 Comparison of free-free response at free (connection) ends of the parallel strut
modeled with different element types
A uniform damping ratio of ζ = 0.02 has been assumed in simulating the FRFs. As is
evident from comparisons in Figure 6.5, the response with the beam is able to reasonably
capture the first two dominant modes within the frequency range of interest.
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6.2.3. Reduced Model Substructural Synthesis
Having verified that the parallel strut may be represented by beam elements, the
assembled structural matrices of each of the parallel struts are synthesized at either end with
the reduced substructural models. The undamped equation of motion of the synthesized
reduced machine model at a particular position is:
̈
̈
̈
̈
̈
[

]{

̈ }
(6.5)

[
where {

]

{

}

{

}

} are the reduced substructural mass and stiffness matrices obtained with the

improved reduced order modeling scheme as discussed in Chapter 3; and, {

} are

the oriented assembled matrices corresponding to each of the five struts. The subscripts
and

correspond to the Z-slide (including the tool, tool-holder and spindle);

the Z-carriage; each of the five parallel struts; the four guide-blocks; and, both Y-slides
respectively.

(

) is a displacement operator whose coefficients

are obtained by ensuring displacement compatibility at the contacting interfaces with an
interpolation multipoint constraint equation formulation, as in Chapter 3.

in Eq. (6.5)

represent a discrete set of Lagrange multipliers which explicitly satisfy the constraint
formulation.
The synthesized model enables prediction of dynamic response at the TCP as one
component changes its position/orientation relative to another by solving the eigenvalue
problem form of Eq. (6.5). The overall sequence of operations to obtain the positiondependent response is as shown schematically in Figure 6.6. Each new tool position results in
new oriented structural matrices for the parallel struts in Eq. (6.5). Since the rotation of the
struts causes simultaneously changing boundary conditions on the sliding interfaces, the
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displacement operator in Eq. (6.5) gets suitably updated, by instantaneously coupling/decoupling the corresponding nodes on the interfaces.

Figure 6.6 Overall flow chart showing the sequence of operations to obtain substructurally
synthesized position-dependent response for the hybrid machine

6.3.

Model Verification and Validation

Model validation requires joints to be modeled in the FE environment; which is nontrivial due to the dependence of joint characteristics on parameters like contact surface
conditions, friction and damping. To simplify joint modeling, the same modeling strategy as
adopted in Chapter 4 and 5 is followed here, i.e. the contacting interfaces are idealized as
being connected by spring elements for which the equivalent contact stiffness values are
obtained from manufacturers’ catalogues for the rolling interfaces; and, are taken as the
corresponding bolt’s stiffness for the bolted interfaces. Damping at the joints is incorporated
by updating model predicted response with measured modal damping ratios.
Updated model predicted (full, reduced) frequency response functions (FRFs) are
compared with measured FRFs in Figure 6.7; in which the dominant modes are labeled. FRFs
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at the Z-slide surface are compared at the representative position of the tool at the mid
position of the X2 axis stroke and bottom position of the Z axis stroke. FRFs are compared up
until only the frequency range of interest, i.e. up to 60 Hz. For a large machine tool as this,
only the lower frequency structural response is of particular interest to us since the stability
of heavy-duty milling (typical operation envisaged for this machine) is more influenced by
the lower frequency structural modes that belong to the larger parts of the machine than the
higher frequency tool-tool holder modes.

Figure 6.7 FRF comparisons between measured, reduced and full model.

As evident in Figure 6.7, model predicted response reasonably captures the trend of the
measured response characteristics. Moreover, a good match between the number of measured
and simulated modes is also observed. The substructurally synthesized reduced machine
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models underestimate the natural frequencies as well as the dynamic stiffness of the
dominant modes. This is for the same reasons as before, i.e. due to the nature of the
substructural synthesis process in which the approximate models of surface interactions at the
contacting interfaces underestimates the contact stiffness, thereby underestimating both the
natural frequencies and the dynamic stiffness. Errors may also be attributed to the difficulties
in modeling the joints using simplified ‘whole-joint’ approximations, and partially due to
modeling simplifications.
As highlighted earlier in Section 5.3.2 in Chapter 5, if the model was intended to provide
experimental guidelines for recommending stable cutting parameters, the model may find
limited applicability, and a more detailed and accurate model may be necessary. However,
since the purpose of this model is to rapidly evaluate the potential superiority of a hybrid
serial-parallel kinematic in terms of its changing dynamic behavior, these errors are deemed
acceptable at this stage of development. Moreover, since the reduced model size at ~13,500
DOFs is ~1/30th the size of the full model, which has ~400,000 DOFs; it leads to
considerable simulation time savings for the designer; taking ~4 minutes/ position as
compared to ~20 hours/ position for the full model (Intel® i3-380M processor with 4 GB
RAM) thereby facilitating position-dependent analyses.

6.4.

Position-dependent Dynamics

Influence of the orientation of the parallel struts and of the Z position of the platform on
the dynamic behavior at the TCP, i.e. on the natural frequencies (
stiffness (

) and dynamic

) of the low frequency dominant modes in the X and Y directions is

evident from comparisons in Figure 6.8; in which position-dependent response is predicted
over the whole working range of the X2 axis (± 150 mm) and the Z axis stroke (± 900 mm).
Weak position-dependency was observed over the Y stroke of the machine. Measured
position-dependent response is overlaid over predicted response. The trend in errors observed
at a single position in Figure 6.7 is carried over to the different TCP positions within the
work volume, and as evident in Figure 6.8, though there exist some discrepancies, model
predictions reasonably approximate measured behavior.
The response characteristics for the dominant modes in machine X and Y directions, i.e.
the stiffness as well as the natural frequencies are observed to change more strongly over the
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Z-stroke of the machine than over the X2 axis stroke. Interestingly, the response
characteristics are not symmetric about the neutral position (

) of the

tool platform along the X2 axis. This may be explained by the fact that there are three struts
on one side of the platform, and two on the other, making one side potentially stiffer than the
other. Model predicted response is able to capture this behavior. Moreover, the kinematic
design results in response in the machine Y direction to vary more than in the X direction –
which is also captured by the model.

Figure 6.8 Measured () and predicted (surface plots) position-dependent behaviour of the
machine in the X2Z plane.
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6.5.

Evaluation of Position and Feed-direction-dependent Stability

The variation of stability due to position-varying structural dynamics is demonstrated
here by considering face milling of AISI 4340 steel with 80% engagement, which is again
treated as the target application for the envisaged machine. As observed earlier in Chapter 5,
wherein the effects of position-dependent directional compliances on machining stability
were investigated by generating feed-direction-dependent absolute machining stability charts;
the same procedure is adopted here in determining the absolute speed independent limiting
depth of cut for different feed directions (0-360˚) using the following:
[

(

) ]

(6.6)

where all symbols are already defined in Section 5.5.2, Chapter 5.
Solution to Eq. (6.6) for each tool position within the work volume results in speed
independent absolute minimum stable depths of cut which vary across feed directions in
proportion to the magnitude of projections of the modes in that direction.
The tool and work piece parameters considered are: face mill of diameter 100 mm with
80 mm overhang from the spindle nose with
coefficient,

10;

3000 MPa; and the radial

0.24. Absolute feed-direction-dependent stability limits were generated for

all platform positions in Figure 6.8; and, the resulting stability envelope covering the whole
work volume is shown in Figure 6.9. The region inside the stability envelope is stable, and
that outside, is unstable. The absolute limiting depth of cut is plotted radially, while the
machining (feed) directions are plotted circumferentially. The stability threshold in Figure
6.9 for every Z-position of the platform at each feed direction is defined as the minimum of
the stable depths of cut of all tool positions within the X2Y plane.
The shape and envelope of the stability boundaries are a strong function of the
engagement conditions and position-varying strengths of directional modes. Minimum limits
of ~0.5 mm at the 52˚ and 232˚ feed orientations are observed when the tool is at the bottom
position; and, ~0.9 mm at the 52˚ and 232˚ feed orientations when the tool is at the top
position.
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Figure 6.9 Position-varying feed-direction-dependent stability over the whole work volume.

The stability map in Figure 6.9 can be used to guide design modifications to improve
material removal rates as was done in Chapter 5; and/ or can also serve as guidelines for
planning of dynamically stable machining trajectories.

6.6.

Summary

The influence of position-varying dynamics of a serial-parallel scissor kinematic machine
on the dynamic stability of a milling process is investigated in this Chapter. Positiondependency is modeled based on syntheses of reduced substructures which have positioninvariant response. A novel method to model the parallel struts undergoing simultaneous
translation and rotation is proposed based on representing the struts using Timoshenko
beams. The struts are rotated and oriented to the desired configurations with the aid of
rotational operators prior to synthesis with the other reduced substructures, thus facilitating
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efficient modeling and prediction of position-dependent response without having to use the
presently used time consuming full order FE models.
The model is verified against its full model counterpart and is validated against
measurements. Dynamic behavior is shown to be strongly dependent on the orientation of the
parallel struts and on the Z-position of the platform in the work-volume. The influence of
changing dynamics on the machining process is assessed by constructing stability maps
which establish the absolute minimum stable depths of cuts for any given position of the tool
in the active work volume. These stability maps serve as guidelines to evaluate the
potentially superior dynamic behavior of such hybrid serial-parallel kinematic machine over
other conventional serial and/ or parallel kinematic machine tools.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Research Directions
7.1.

Conclusions

Machine tools exhibit position-dependent dynamic behavior as the cutting tool travels
along the tool path, which changes the stability and the productive cutting conditions within
the machine work volume. A generalized computationally efficient substructurally
synthesized reduced order model is developed that facilitates rapid evaluation and
optimization of the machine tool’s position-dependent dynamic performance without having
to use traditionally used time consuming full FE models. The generalized formulation was
used to evaluate the position-dependent behavior of two separate machine tools – one with a
serial kinematic configuration, and the other with hybrid serial-parallel kinematics.
The bottom-up approach allows substructures that are modeled independently and that
have position-invariant response to be synthesized at the desired configuration to yield
position-dependent response. Improved reduced models that are developed are shown to be
more accurate than the commonly used standard CMS methods. The reduced substructural
models are synthesized at their contacting interfaces using novel adaptations of constraint
formulations that tolerate mesh incompatibility at the contacting interfaces during synthesis.
This allows for a generalized, simple and efficient synthesis procedure that facilitates
modularity in the design and synthesis process.
The substructurally synthesized reduced machine model is verified against full order
models. Verified models are subsequently validated against measurement by updating
models with joint characteristics that are modeled and identified using a two-stage dynamic
substructuring approach. Verified and validated models are subsequently used to demonstrate
the feasibility of a virtual engineering approach for designing machine tools to improve their
dynamic performance. For a defined set of representative milling operations and target
productivity levels, the effects of position and feed-direction-dependent compliances and
machining stability are investigated. The influence of changing dynamics on the machining
process was assessed by constructing stability maps which establish the absolute minimum
stable depths of cuts for any given position of the tool in the active work volume. It is shown
that the proposed reduced order substructural model allows rapid redesign and analysis of
components which limit the productivity due to low compliance.
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In summary, main contributions of this thesis are:


An improved variant of the component mode synthesis method has been developed
for model reduction. The proposed model better represents higher order dynamics of
the substructure while keeping the order of the reduced model to a minimum by
spanning a much wider frequency range with fewer component modes than would be
required with standard CMS methods.



Novel adaptations of constraint formulations are developed that tolerate mesh
incompatibility during reduced model substructural synthesis. The constraint
formulations describe displacement compatibility between adjacent substructures
with sets of algebraic equations, which are updated to account for relative motion;
thereby efficiently and accurately simulating the position-dependent response.



A two-stage substructural synthesis procedure to model and identify joint
characteristics between various machine tool substructural interfaces is proposed. The
response at the spindle nose obtained from the substructurally synthesized reduced
machine model is combined with the tool-tool-holder response which in turn is
obtained by synthesizing the response of the tool with the tool-holder response using
an inverse receptance coupling approach. This two-stage procedure reduces the need
to perform several measurements at the spindle nose that was required in earlier
studies to obtain translational and rotational FRFs, thereby facilitating rapid
investigations of the effect of joint characteristics on machine response.



A novel position and feed-direction-dependent-process-stability performance criterion
is proposed to evaluate the productivity of machine tools in its entire work volume.
This criterion also identifies parameters limiting the target productivity levels which
are modified (optimized) to meet design targets.



Influence of the position-varying dynamics of a serial-parallel scissor kinematic
machine on the dynamic stability of a milling process was investigated by using a
novel method to model the parallel struts undergoing simultaneous translation and
rotation based on representing the parallel struts using Timoshenko beams.

This thesis presents a generalized and computationally efficient flexible multibody
dynamic model that facilitates rapid evaluation and optimization of the position-dependent
performance of machine tools.
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7.2. Future Research Directions
The accuracy of the substructural synthesis formulation is based on linear weighted
constraint relationships which may suffer from numerical issues due to being dependent on
weighting functions. This may be addressed by exploring alternate advanced models of
surface interactions based on higher order constraint formulations that are of the form of
weighted polynomials and/or are based on a non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS)
representation of the surfaces in contact.
Accurate prediction of machine tool structural dynamics depends on the availability of
high fidelity joint models that are truly predictive, and which rely less on updating models
from experimentally obtained modal damping. To address this, standard libraries and
databases could be developed for all the different joint types used in machine tools along
with their experimentally obtained damping coefficients. Moreover, for all other things being
constant, since the absolute stable depth of cut is directly proportional to the level of modal
stiffness and damping and any bounds placed on them, uncertainty analysis for joint
modeling/identification may also be carried out to investigate the effects of these
uncertainties on chatter stability limits.
Based on the position-dependent dynamic models developed in this thesis, controlstructure interactive effects could be investigated such as to ensure accurate tracking and
positioning of the tool. Moreover, the position-varying plant models could be used in virtual
investigations in the development of advanced robust control strategies.
This thesis presented a generalized position-dependent multibody dynamic model capable
of modeling linear (translational) motion of the tool in the work volume. However, since
most high-performance machine tools have a combination of linear and rotational axes – the
model could be extended to also consider the effects of orientation-dependent dynamics on
tool point compliance.
Though structural level modification followed by topology optimization was preferred in
this thesis to improve the machine tool’s dynamic performance, other methods such as
passive and /or active means of vibration suppression such as to increase the chatter-free
productivity levels of machine tools may also be pursued.
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Additionally, in-process adjustment of the tool path based on an FE calculated dynamic
deformation of the machine may also be explored as an application for this reduced order
position-dependent model.
The ultimate aim would be to develop a complete virtual mechatronic model of machine
tools which would include the position-varying structural dynamics combined with models
for process-machine interactions and control-structure interactions. This synthesized
mechatronic machine tool system will allow evaluation and optimization of the dynamic
performance of the machine tool at the design stage, reducing the need for costly physical
prototyping and in turn lead to development of light-weight high productivity eco-efficient
machine tools.
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